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In cost accounting

Student plans suit
in graade dispute
Bv ROB DOLLAR
Staff Writer

F ,

(P»OtO ky STEVE BROWNI

Severe weather wfiifafaMutt to get more'fi'equent each year struck the campus again last
Sunday evening as lightning and thunder accompanied heavy showers. Photographer Steve
Brown captured one ofthe many bolts of lightning which split a cross arm as it struck an
electric pole in front of the Richards Alumni House on Lancaster Avenue. The storm was the
second severe occurrence of the summer as a more destnajti ve electrical storm, accompanied
hy reported tornadoes in the county, struck the campus in August

Bolting the campus

Foster's arrest newsworthy...nothing more
By MARKTURNER
Editor

Monday. Sept. 4, Poster was arrested
downtown for public intoxication, a
It is often said that when a person puts newsworthy event brought about by
Poster's position in the University
himself in the public eye. he must be community
accountable for his actions.
The media often takes the person in
the public eye and plays up even the
most minor of incidents.
That person is said to be newsworthy,
due to the fact that he is known by the
So newsworthy was the event that not
public.
only did it make the University's radio
Political figures and athletes fall into station. WEKU-FM. but it made page
this category, as do entertainers. The three of the Lexington Herald as well.
positions these people are in. the fact
Reaction to the incident was inthat their names are "household teresting. The student senators offered
words." makes them susceptible to support to Foster, saying the incident
large amounts of exposure through the should not affect his performance as
president.
media.
Steve Poster is the president of the
One high administrator though,
Student Association. It is an elected reportedly
asked k for
Foster's
position and has thrown him into the resignation.
public eye on campus.
It was also reported that the news

Commentary

director at WEKU-FM may lose his job
for breaking the story and sending it
over the United Press International
wire, from which the Lexington
newspaper picked up the story.
The facts of the story are very similar
to other public intoxication cases in
Richmond.
Poster was standing at the door of a
bar talking to an employee there.
A policeman pointed in the direction
of where Foster was and motioned him
over.
Foster said he thought the officer
wanted to talk to the employee so he
turned and went back in the bar.
An eyewitness said Foster turnedt^nd
walked away "quickly."
The policeman went in the bar and
brought Foster out. frisked him and took
him to jail.
In order to keep the incident from

drawing too much attention. Foster said
he signed a piece of paper saying he was
guilty, though he added that he believed
he could have won the case were it to go
to court
Foster was fined $37.50 and set free.
Poster charges that he was never read
his rights.
On examination of the official police
blotter. Foster's name is not there.
Instead is the name. "Steven Ebster."
This was probably an error by the
arresting officer and not a cover-up.
Foster has had to face a campus filled
with curiosity, a questioning of his
reputation and ability.
Foster should not have to resign for
this single incident, an incident which
has been blown up beyond its
'' n e ws worth i ness. "
The incident will not hurt his
credibility, according to Foster, and it
won't if we all forget about it.

Maria's wheels
drive her in frustrating directions
nalism public relations major can be
easily spotted on campus, with an oversized left foot, and a "Wallace Building
or Bust" sign tacked on the back of her
Venturo.
If you see her. give her a push in that
direction. She'd appreciate it.
Paddling (with her hands), to and
from her dorm room in McGregor every
day to Wallace where most of her
classes are held, she's literally run into
many obstacles along the way.
Overgrown cracks and bumps in the
side walks are the worst.
One time, a girl who was pushing her
towards Wallace, tried to maneuver the
wheelchair over a crack in the sidewalk,
and Bellamy got "dumped on her face,"
as she described it.
And when she's stuck alone, rocking
back and forth, battling and cursing the
cracks, all she can do is hope that
someone will come around and give her
a shove.
"Most people must think that han' dicapped people would rather do
everything for themselves," said

By BETH SCHOEN
Features Editor
She drives a 2-wheeI. one-seater,
standard Venture, one of the few on
campus.
Yet. desoite it's uniqueness, she can't
wait to get rid of it.
Body's in decent shape, but it needs a
wheel alignment. It's always pulling to
the left. Besides that it's got slow pickup, and it's difficult to park anywhere
close enough to her classes.
And the breaks don't work so well
either. Especially when she's cruising
down the slick pavement of the handicapped ramp in front of the Wallace
Building after a rain.
If the ramp's not too slippery, she can
hang a quick left and putter towards the
Powell Building. But, if she misses that
turn, she smacks right into a wall.
Needless to say. Maria Bellamy would
gladly trade-in her Venturo wheelchair
for a healed left ankle, any day.
She sort of fell into a state of temporary affliction when she broke her
ankle three Friday nights ago alongside
1-75.
A drunk pulled out from behind them
c^> the interstate and swayed into the
back side of the car that had been in
front of Bellamy, knocking it way off the
road and down a hill.
Bellamy and her companion pulled
over, and started running down the hW
to help, when she fell into a hole and
ended up in an ambulance-along with

I

Bellamy, "but I'm only temporarily
handicapped, and I'll lake all the help I
can get."
Getting from the third floor of Wallace
to the first and then from the grill to the
Powell Building level, is a feat she
certainly shouldn't have to attempt
alone.
Jeff Cole can attest to that. The senior
broadcasting major accompanied
Bellamy on that route last week, taking
advantage of elevators whenever
possible, steering clear of troublesome
bumps in the pavement and up the
finishing stretch, where Bellamy
hobbled up the front stairs to McGregor
with Cole close behind carting her "set
of wheels."
So after a couple of weeks of
helplessness and hassles that have come
with being temporarily disabled,
Bellamy says she plans to carefully
probe the handicapped regulations
situation on campus and write a followup story to the one she wrote last year.
She should know what it's all about;
she'* been there.

Periscope

(Pnoio by Llbby FraM)

Maria Bellamy

em ?ave Club is featured in the first
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special interest organization on page 13

the car accident victims, en route to St.
Joseph's Hospital in Lexington.
So now the 19-year old jour-
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A former University student is
planning a lawsuit in response to a July
ruling by the Office of the Attorney
General denying him the right to inspect
certain records.
The student. C. M DePree,- Jr., a
former Marine Corps second lietuenant.
was an unclassified graduate student at
the University last semester. After the
conclusion of the semester, he tried to
secure his own cost accounting final
exam, the two highest scored test
papers in the class, two intermittent
scored test papers and the two lowest
scored exams.
DePree pursued the matter of gaining
access to the test papers from the
professor of the cost accounting class
after the University had ruled against
his appeal that he had been unfairly
evaluated on the final exam and in the
course.
DePree followed the student handbook procedure for appealing a grade up
the proper administrative ladder, and
eventually the University agreed that
the grades would stand as given.
However. DePree was not satisfied
with the decision of the University, so he
appealed to the Attorney General of the
state under a provision of the Open
Records Law. for access to test papers
of his classmates.
The Office of the Attorney General
made public their decision in July,
which ruled against DePree. because of
the highly personal and confidential
nature of the records that DePree
demanded access to.
The . Attorney General maintained
that it was the belief of mat office that
examination papers and test scores
were exempt from public inspection
under the Open Records Law Because
of the personal nature of the material,
releasing it would be an unwarranted
invasion of privacy, he said.
John W Palmore. university counsel,
said it would be unwise for the
University to go into any of the specifics
of the issue, other than the information
contained in the public statement
released by the Attorney General's
Office
Palmore said that any other
statements about the DePree incident
might place the University in jeopardy
with a federal law reguarding confidentiality of student information.

DePree.
presently
attending
graduate school at the University of
Kentucky, is not satisfied with the Attorney General's ruling and is awaiting
word from the American Civil Liberties
Union, as to whether or not they will
accept his case.
DePree. who was trained in the legal
field in the Marine Corps, as well as his
wife, an attorney, believe that they may
have a good case to take to court.
DePree contends that since he asked
for the examinations to be given to him
without any names or other identifiable
marks, the material would no longer be
exempt from inspection under the Open
Records I „-iw. as information of a high'y
confidential and personal nature
He said his case may be further
strengthened by 50-70 pages of
documented verbal conversations and
other correspondence pertaining to his
efforts to secure the exams and ha ve his
grades for the course and exam
reevaluated.
Much of this material involves
documented conversations that DePree
had with faculty and administration
personnel, which was either written
down immediately or tape recorded and
later transcribed, so that a permanent
record could be established.
DePree claims that this information.
along with other evidence, will support
his allegations of verbal abuse and
harassment, delaying tactics, unprofessional behavior on the part of
some of the faculty, as well as
nonadherence to the "spirit" of the
student handbook.
To establish the credibility of his story
and to document the evidence. DePree
submitted himself to a Polygraph
examination by a firm in Lexington
The firm concluded that he was not
being deceptive in any of his answers.
Besides the possibility of a law suit
arising from the Attorney General's
decision. DePree is also seeking a
hearing from the Board of Regents in
order to file a grievance concerning his
treatment by the University Administration.
DePree alleges "that their behavior
has had a chilling effect on my first
amendment rights."
Although DePree admits to the case
being complex, it had a simple origin.
DePree was required to take a cost
accounting class last semester as a
prerequisite for his entrance into the
See STUDENT p. U

Purse thief
nabbed in library
Bv ELIZABETH PALMER - BELL
and

NANCYSPENCER
A series of "purse-snatchings" and
money disappearances occurred in the
library last spring.
In an attempt to solve the problem,
security officers set a decoy by planting
purses under observation. Officers
witnessed the theft of these purses and
apprehended an individual in connection with the case.
James P. Tillman, a University
student and basketball player was
arrested and turned over to the Madison
County Court system for prosecution
Tillman pleaded guilty to the charge
of unlawful taking of six dollars from
the purse in the library.
No connection was made, however,
between Tillman and any previous
"purse snatchings" in the library.
On April 19. a sentence of 30 days in
jail was set down by the Madison Circuit
Court, to be served in the Madison

County Jail. Probation was applied for
and denied.
It was later decided to grant probation
on April 21 According to sources at the
Madison Circuit Court. Tillman only
served two days of his sentence.
The University's Department of
Public Safety is already receiving
reports this semester of stolen articles,
and a spokesman for the department
said most of the thefts are the result of
students leaving their possessions
unattended.
Two wallets, containing $8 and $15,
were stolen from gym bags in the
Begley Building, a student reported the
theft of a camera valued at $350 left in a
classroom and $115 was stolen from a
dorm room.
A spokesman for the department said
that within the next few weeks.
Operation Identifcation programs will
be started for the students in the dorms.
Operation Identification is a means of
marking property so it can be positively
identified if stolen.

'Movie Magic'
homecoming theme
"Movie Magic" has been selected as
the theme for Homecoming "78, October
28, when the Colonels take on Murray at
Hanger Field and returning graduates
and friends return for the annual
festivities.
According to Skip Daugherty, director
of student activities and organizations
and Homecoming Committee member,
"We realized that movies are very big
this year, and we felt, float and dorm
decorations could take advantage of the
popularity that they are enjoying now."
_ "'-"'^.^naMhe weekend for students
will.be the "Friday Night Fever" disco
dance where the fifteen homecoming
queens will be presented. The committee is planning a disco dance,
complete with lights and Jape*, to carry
out the theme for the weekend as well as

provide an event that students on
campus will enjoy, according to
Daugherty.
Queen applications for all recognized
student organizations may be picked up
at the Office of Student Activities and
Organizations in the Powell Building
any day between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m ,
The deadline, for submitting applications for candidates is September
29. The campus-wide election to .select
the fifteen finalists will* be- held Thur
sdayT October 11.
in addition to the game and queen
coronation, the weekend will feature
two reunion classes, the 1968 and 1873
groups. Reunion luncheons are planned
for the classes by the Office of Alumni
Affairs.
See HOMECOMING »- 1«
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Editorials

Parking regs-a right move
The new parking regulations are a
harsh step in the right direction.
Students and staff have shown
their disapproval for the steep fines
and security's liberal use of tow
trucks. These are necessary evils.
In the past, parking at the
University has been a farce. Faculty
parked here, women parked there,
sophomores parked in one place and
freshmen parked in another.
It was a chaotic state with too
many cars trying to park in too few
places. Cars parked in the middle of
aisles and in fire lanes.
All anybody received for these
violations was a S2 fine. Still, there
were cars parked in the middle of
the aisles, cars parked everywhere
but where they were suppose to be.
The small penalty involved
seemed to make the violation worth
the trouble. Students could park
closer to their dorms or classrooms
for only $2.

Now with the new system over 200
cars have been towed away,
according to one University administrator.
The new parking regulations were
a resutt of a study by the University
Parking Committee which was
completed last year.
Not only do the regulations
change the fine structure, but many
of the parking lots have been
changed as well.
This is where much of the
confusion seems to lie. Drivers are
not aware of where they can or must
park.
One major problem right now is
the lack of parking facilities near
the women's dorms.
.
Part of this problem will be solved
when a new lot near Telford Hall is
built.
The lot was suppose to have been
built over the summer, according to
Thomas Lindquist, director of the

Department of Public Safety.
The lot would create over 100
parking spaces for the women,
closer to their dorms. For now
though, the women will have to find
places further from their dorms.
The drivers of the University
community have grown used to
parking close to where they want to
go. This is changing.
A student will no longer be able to
park in a fatuity lot in the middle of
the day. A $5 fine will greet that
student and a possible tow of their
car as well. A tow which will cost the
student another $20.
It may take four years for the
University to accept the new
regulations, until all of the students
used to the old method of parking
are gone. .
But lor now, the new parking
regulations are a harsh step in the
right direction.

The
Stanford Daily
case
subpoena, not the search warrant,
was the proper device for police to
use in obtaining crminal evidence
In 1971, during the .waning days from third parties who are not
of campus unrest, Palo Alto, Calif., suspected of a crime.
A subpoena, which demands that
policemen searched without notice
the offices of Stanford University's a person produce certain evidence
campus newspaper for photos, for investigation by law officials
negatives or film that might help whether or not the evidence is in his
them identify individuals who had possession and to produce the
participated in a violent student material requested without a police
demonstration. The search took 15 search of his or her property.
Rejecting this argument and, in
minutes and nothing was found.
In 1978, during a quite different doing so, overturning two lower
era on campus, the slow wheels of court decisions, the Supreme Court
justice took another look at that said (hat the search warrant was a
reasonable tool and did not violate
incident and cranked out an opinion
that threatens freedoms and rights Fourth Amendment rights.
Some are fearful that this ruling,
guaranteed not only to the press but
expanding the scope of the search
to all individuals.
, The First Amendment usually warrant, will do more to encourage
pops to mind when editors and government snooping into private
judges wrangle over legal issues, but property than it will to aid law
in this case the most immediate and enforcement officials. Physicians,
dangerous impact of the Supreme lawyers, psychiatrists and the
Court's decision in Zurcher vs. neighbor next door should be
Stanford Daily seems to be on the alerted that their files can be subject
to search and seizure without
less-discussed Fourth Amendment.
The Fourth Amendment states warning.
Never mind that a magistrate is
that "the right of the people to be
tactile in their persons, houses, supposed to ask for probable cause
papers and effects, against unrea- to believe evidence of a crime will be
sonable searches and seizures, shall found. The confidentiality of all
information is threatened if the
not be violated."
In the 5-3 decision, the Supreme police have the power to search
Court extended the definition of through it in the process of looking
"reasonableness" to the search and for the intended evidence.
As the Washington Post stated in
seizure of private possessions of
innocent persons who may not even an editorial, "no one place is
know that criminal evidence is in immune from government scrutiny
their possession.
• except a person's brain."
What this decision does to the
In losing arguments before the
Supreme Court, lawyers for the First Amendment by way of
Stanford Dally urged that the treading on the Fourth is immediateByl.lBBYFRAAS
Department of Mass Communications

ly apparent to anyone familiar with
how the press gathers news.
Why should anyone be willing to
talk to a reporter or turn over
information to a reporter knowing
that his or her remarks could be
scrutinized or confiscated by the
local gendarme without warning?
Sen. Charles Mathias in Senate
hearings on the constitution posed
another question: Suppose Deep
Throat, the anonymous Watergate
source, had known that the
Washington Post might have been
searched by police looking for clues
to his identity? Deep Throat might
have dried up; Woodward and
Bernstein might never have written
their book; and most damning of
all, the flow of. information to the
public aljout Watergate, might have
ceased. , ,
(
Therein lies the ultimate danger of
the Supreme Court's ruling: that the
press may be inhibited from its
function to collect and distribute the
news and that the public as a result
will be denied the informatiorf it
needs to make decisions about its
leaders and its government.
Judges should seriously consider
the implications of their actions
when they issue a police search
warrant against any citizen or
organization and especially an
organization so caught up in First
Amendment rights and obligations
as the press.
Dr. Klaus Heberle, associate
professor of political science, will
present the opposing view next week.

She learns by repetition
She was standing at (he bar when
he approached her.
The lights had just come on, and
she was squinting her sore, red eyes.

It was the same guy her roommate
had been dating for several months,
and the girl felt envious as she
watched them disappear out the
~N

Sarah
Warren
The social circle
:She«iad been dancing hard; her hair
ilay limp around her pale face; black
'mascara had smeared under her
;eyes.
; The soundman was saying goodbye and going home and coming
{from Tiny speakers: "I wanna kiss
you all over," the last in a long list
jof "get down, boogy-oogy-oogy,"
"Do ya wanna make love?" "Do it
till you're satisfied," songs.
The bartenders were busy wiping
down the counter and soaping the
;glasses, oblivious now to the girl and
Ho the several others who lingered at
:the bar.
Surrounded by action, the girl
■Jjuit stood there, her eyes transfixed
!on the couples and groups exiting
[from the front dodt. The magi? of
jthe night was fading with the
j departing crowd and as if suddenly
'awakened from asleep sleep, the girl
: perked up. She had noticeS her
'roommate walk out the door with a
boy.

door. It was at this time that she also
realized a boy was standing beside
her.
While the boy spoke, the girl
looked around at the remaining
faces in the bar. None of them
looked familiar, and she was
suddenly glad this boy had walked
up to her.
This was' her second year at
school. She went downtown almost
every night, and she usually knew a
lot of people there. Of this, she was
proud.
But, she really wanted to meet
somebody special, and as the bdy
stood there beside her, the thought
ran through her mtad *j-r: rrr;-^?
this time would be'different.
He did seem nice, «m in.-had
bought her a drink earlier that night.
He took her hand, and' they
headed for his car.
•" * *
The fresh air cleared her head,
and as they road down the by-pass,

she sort of wished she hadn't agreed
to go to his apartment. She decided
she wouldn't sta> long.
One o'clock, two ^*. . she really
did want to go home. But he was so
persistant, and she wanted so badly
to keep his interest, to make him like
her.
By three o'clock the girl knew she
was there for the night. And, as the
passions wore down, she closed her
eyes and tried to sleep, but for some
reason, she couldn't.
The next morning she slipped into
her room and crawled into her bed.
In order to avoid explanations, she
was careful not to awake her
roommate. Nobody knew she had
stayed out until 7:00 a.m., and she
felt relieved.
It wasn't that she wanted people
to think she was virginal. But people
might say she "slept around," and
she didn't want that kind of
reputation.
She thought she was a pretty good
person. She just seemed to have a lot
of bad luck, that was all.
But, this boy would change all
that. He said he'd call her, and
they'd go out. He really liked her.
She knew it wasn't another one
night stand:
But after a week passed. She
wondered when of"if he would call.
And then she saw him* in the'grill.
"Hi," she said, "I've been
thinking about you."
"Oh, I don't have'much free time
these days,"; he answered. -"I've
gotta go. See'ya later."
■ Later that night, a girl stood at a
bar alone. It was five til twelve and a
boy had just walked up to her.

*_•*»►»,•,••.*•

Editor's mailbag

»v*a».—

.]

reviews, but next time help the paper
and know something about what you're
writing

Parking woes
Editor:

I am addressing this letter to you
hoping that some action will be taken by
members of the administration. The
letter concerns parking.
I am a sophomore at Clay Hall. I have
a car registered in B parking zones. For
the past two weeks, parking has been
impossible The only B parking in the
immediate vicinity of Clay is an area
accommodating four dorms. Case
Kurnam. Sullivan and Clay. The spots
are always taken.
Another area open to us is Telford
Hall By dark these spaces are taken as
well. On numerous occasions we have
been forced to park as far away as
Martin Hall, Alumni Coliseum or worse.
I jncaster Avenue lot which is not even
lighted This is not safe, nor is it at all
convenient.
am not just writing this as a com
Flint, but as a suggestion as well, i
propose three alternatives. 1) Zone each
lot by color and give out only enough
stickers to fill each particular lot. Give
each girl choice of dormitory lot as is
possible. 2) Give Clay Hall back the
Daniel Boone lot which Is now
designated for commuters as they are
not on the campus after dark or 3) limit
Freshmen driving to cases of necessity
only.
The new zoning has caused more
problems than it has solved. Girls have
become encenaed as well as endangered.
Granted these changes can not be made
immediately, but I do ask that they be
considered
Sincerely.
LuS. Settles
Clay Hall

Campus

Review reviewed

Dear Editor:
I am writing in response to your unprofessional attempt at reviewing
Bruce Springsteen's latest album
"Darkness on the Edge of Town." To not
care for an album is your right as a
reviewer, and I agree that this is not his
best album, but let me make a few
suggestions before you do a story on
someone. Don't you think that you
should research your victims?
First of all. "Born to Run" was not
Brace's first album: as a matter of fact
he' had two released before his big
seller. -They were "Greetings from
Asbury Park." and "The Wild, the
Innocent and the E Street Shuffle."
These were not unknown albums
either. Songs like "Blinded by the
Light." whichwas also done by Manfred
Mann, and "Rosalita" were on the
albums.
Abo. on all his songs he sings about
pain and despair, so don't sav he's doing
a uocaose of the lawsuit. You sata he
doesn't know about the factory; well, for
your information, his dad worked ih a '
factory, and when you grow up that
close tOTtew York City, believe me. you
know.
I'm glad the Progress has the

Robert Megaregel
Room 703
Palmer Hall

Litter letter
Editor
I was interested in the editonal and
cartoon on litter
Pardon mo for
sounding like a Freshman Comp
teacher' always clamoring for concrete
detail and specific examples But would
it not ho more useful if the Progress
were to point out the many areas of
litter on campus and suggest means ol
reducing them, rather than attacking all
the Litter of America Today?
Perhaps with leadership from the
Progress. Student <!overnment and
other student groups might take some

Mark Turner
Jim Thomason
Sarah Warren
Elizabeth Palmer-Ball
Ken Tingley
Beth Schoen
Larry Bernard
Ginny Eager
Dieter Cariton
Robbie Hall
Conn OMver

interest in arranging lor collection or
paper and aluminum on campus
The Pentagon nets a large portion of
its heal Irom the burning of waste
paper whv not KKt"'
Why not exercise consumer strength
and insist that canned drinks in vending
machines on campta be in recyclable
containers and ihat collection containers he provided near the vending
areas''
Win mil identify the areas on campus
where the amount of litter exceeds the
ahte ol containers provided lor its
disposal and study methods of dealing
M'lisihlx uilh the problem''
Ulcr all the EKI campus is your
environment and the litter on it is put
there by students
It would seem appropriate lor student
leadership to motivate student in
vnlvemenl in dealing with the pioblem
here at hand
Sincerely yours.
Nancy l.ee-Riffe
English Professor
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News/Features
Crafts fair displays unique wares
Bv MARTY EYLER
Staff Writer
To those of you who wondered where
great-grandma's old worn out skillet
ever got to ... WAIT. It's just possible
that Vicient Blair might have displayed
it with many of his other paintings at the
3rd annual arts and crafts exhibition
last Thursday at the student center
plaza
Rlair had an art display that left you
perplexed and thinking "Well 111 be..."
Numerous articles, such as: muffin
tins, iron pots, old shovels, horseshoes,
and scoopshovels were painted black
with a variety of farm scenery and
nature scenes expertly illustrated on

them i Grandma would have been
amazed).
And to those of you who think you're
too old to start a new hobby, you'll be
pleased to know that Mr. Blair started
painting three years ago at the age of
fifty-nine because he always thought he
could do it. wanted to try it, and enjoyed
it so much that he kept right on painting
In fact, he has become quite sought
after for his creative artwork Recently,
as he was exhibiting his work at a show
in St (loud. Florida. Charles C. Andrea.
Vice-President of the Southeast Area of
Disneyworld. asked him to give a one
man show in Disneyworld this
November Can't you just see Donald
Duck and Mickey Mouse wearing frying
pans next year when Vicient returns?

This was just one of the many displays
on hand at the days show Students were
seen (■filing their hair analyzed and
trimmed for free, being painted by an
artist, making faces in mirrors, and for
the must part, just having a good time
rapping with the merchants and getting
their heads filled with all sorts of
know ledge
Here are some comments from a few
(it the inspired students who enjoyed the
show
.loAnn MacDonald: "I enjoyed Elliot,
the artist who painted my picture in
charcoal He's very talented They have
a larger variety than last year. I've
enjoyed it so much, this is my third trip
down here "
Cindy Taylor: "I think it's a good

idea, prices aren't that bad. if I had the
money I'd buy some things I think it's
convenient for the students.
Kathy Greenwell: "Us neat I find the
turquoise necklaces and bracelets the
most interesting since I like jewelry.
Alter the students had left and the
exhibits had been put away for the
evening, the effort to raise money for
the Seotia Scholarship Fund 'for those
people who have lost a parent in a
mining accident I was found to be a
success A total of $300 was raised from
the exhihilors. plus numerous pledges
Irom interested individuals who wished
to donate to the fun
So before you throw away that old
skillet of grandma's, stop for a minute
... M has potential'

Health service available at all times
(Photo by SCOTT ADAMS)

(Ptiolo by JAMES KELLEY)

The third annual Arts and Crafts Fair drew several hundred students to the
University Center Plaza last Thursday. Above, Jo Ann McDonald, a junior pre
pharmacy major from Campbellsville posed as artist KI liot Jordan created her
likeness in charcoal. Some 30 artists and craftsmen participated in the event
and raised more than $300 for the Scotia Mine Disaster Scholarship Fund
sponsored by the Student Association.

This week's column talks about
how to get care nights and weekends
and that's the tough part!!
At these times there is one nurse
locked up alone in the Health
Service.
Let me try to illustrate it for you
with an anecodote. A night nurse
was on duty, all outside doors
locked, caught up on her homework, and her brother was a cop.
She knew he was on his way to, or
just getting off work, I forgot
which, so she called him and told
him to drop by, play a little
checkers, have a bit of a visit. So he
did -- in uniform.
The best place for checkers in our
setup is the back nurses desk - good
lighting, space, and seating. It is not
the back nurses COUNTER, which
as "Medical Center" or "Dr.
Welby" will reveal, is designed for
standing up work. They are sometimes combined, but the counter
looms over and conceals the desk
part.
So here we have a really attractive
example of sibling affection, the
sibling rivalry being limited to the
desk top checker game.
The phone rings. The R-A says,
"I just got a call from one of my
girls and holy crow does she sound
awful! She's on her way over."
So the nurse says O.K. and hangs
an ear out for the knock on the front
door, which comes. She comes to
the front door, and the kid certainly
does look awful — nose and eyes red
and streaming, hair disheveled, and
quite naturally she has her boyfriend
with her. The nurse lets them in, of
course, gets out the girls chart, and
takes them to the treatment room.
At this point the girl says, "I can't
stand this, I need a tranquilizer."
The nurse says, "We'll get to that,"
and asks her how long she's been
sick, about symptoms of fever, etc.,

etc. — the routine. The girls gets
hostile and says, "I came here for a
TRANQUILIZER," and the boyfriend steps behind the nurse and

puts an arm lock on her throat.
The nurse wheezes, "you just
want drugs." The boyfriend says,
"you got it honey - take us to
them." So the nurse controls herself
and doesn't lead them to the drug
room but to the back nurses
counter, and seeing the guy mugging
his sister, the brother stands up in all
his coply glory.
That pair went out of there so fast
that they never DID catch them.
They just grabbed their close-parked
car and were GONE. Those two

crooks had no more to do with
Eastern than Idi Amin. They just
picked a girls name and used it. Can
you imagine the odds of a cop on the

scene a SECOND time?
So to make a long story terminal
here is the routine.
1. If you get sick (and are eligible)
call your RA.
2. The RA (this is the awful part)
goes to a phone listed in the staff or
student directory with you the
student. That usually means he or
she gets out of bed.
3. The RA calls 622-2836. The
RA tells the nurse to call you back.
The RA hangs up.
4. Then the nurse looks the RA's

Martin
onKET

State Senator Robert R. Martin,
former University president, talks with
former Governor Bert Combs on
"Distinguished Kentuckian" Tuesday,
Sept. 19at 9p.m. and Sunday. Sept. 24at
3 p.m. on KET
Martin has had a long career as a
public servant. He and Combs reflect on
his accomplishments, discuss his future
as a senator, and explore his thoughts on
Kentucky's future.
"Distinguished Kentuckian: Robert
R. Martin" is produced by the
University.

number up in the directory. (We
hope most will learn voices fast. As
you know, names, voices and faces
are often different types of memory
- but we figure anyone can hang
onto a voice memory for half an
hour!)
5. She calls you back, and then
the RA puts you. the patient, on the
phone.
6. The nurse gets the major part
of your medical history over the
phone.
Two obvious reasons:
a. The nurse learns the patients
voice.
b. Experienced nurses can develop
intuitive information from medical
histories — they can smell trouble
down the road.
7. Only with the nurses OK do
you then go ot the dispensary.
8. Our dispensary is next door to
the security building and we have
danger buttons all over. Surprise
drills have brought armed men with
guns and sledge hammers to the
dispensary in three minutes or less.
9. We have no narcotics.
10. If we did not have these
precautions, we would soon have no
night or weekend service at all.

People Poll
Do you subscribe to or read a newspaper regularly other than the Progress?
What sections do you read?

Newsmakers come from
Bowling Green to Camp David
The talk of the nation begins with
a college love story. Maria
Pitchford, 22 and Dwight Mundy,
24 were both students at Western
Kentucky University. They were in
love and talking about marriage.
Like any young couple they had
their share of problems. One big
problem facing Pitchford was that
she was pregnant and afraid to tell
her boyfriend, afraid that she would
lose him. She waited until she finally
had to tell him. He told her he didn't
want the child. Their decision was
abortion.
The two traveled to Louisville to
INK! an abortion clinic that would
solve the unwanted problem. But
they had waited too late to seek the
solution. They couldn't find a
doctor who would perform an
abortion after 18 weeks of pregnancy and Pitchford was in her 24th
week.
Later that night in the bathroom
of their hotel room, Pitchford
inserted a knitting needle into her
uterus.
After the couple's, return to
Bowling Green, Pitchford became ill
with a high fever. She was rushed to
the hospital where she was given
medication to induce labor. She
deli wed a stillborn fetus 'and .a
knitffig needle.
Morris Ldwe, the commonwealth
attorney said he was bound by duty
to bring.charges against Pitchford for performing an illegal abortion,
even though the state's statute was
"Hnacted to protect women from •
quacks.
The jury of eight men and four
women voted for acquittal by
reason of insanity on the first ballot.
Students at Western aren't the

"-.

only ones making the news. Dr.
Dero Downing, president of Western announced his resignation last
week. Downing said he was
resigning due to the effects his job
had on his health.

on the Camp David Middle East
Summit. Since last Aveek, President
Carter, Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat, and Israeli Prime Minister
Menachem Begin have been secluded in the Camp David, Maryland

Lisa
Renshaw
Life goes on.
New York has been invaded with
retreat trying to work out a peace
settlement.
disease. One "disease" is the 20
Mass Communications students
The only Communication regardwho have promised to leave the
ing the peace talks have come once a
town in destruction. What they
day through the mouth of Jody
Powell, the President's press secrereally plan on doing is just having a
tary. All reporters can do is
good time.
speculate.
Hopefully none of them will bring
Legionnaires Disease back to the
campus. There have been six
confirmed cases of the disease and
two of the people have died. To
make matters rone, 72 others are
suspected of having the disease. All
the confirmed and suspected victims
By GINNY EAGER
are among -the 75,000 garment
Organisations Editor
district workers.
The Division of Special Programs is
Two other riti^ h.nc also
offering many Special Interest Courses
reported "cases ot Leglorhv-wO.;';-.' •or Madison, ~olmij .undents, as well as
Memphis," one man has died and V University .students, to take,
four others are suffering from the
Beginning Tunis for Children a.«/
disease. In Washington, D.C., one 'ffg^SftSS £££
man is reported to be in serious"
sept, it and will run through Oct. 4. The
condition from the disease.
fees for those classes are $11 for the
1 simply can't resist commenting
children's class and $16.50 for the

The three leaders have all been
careful to play down the summit.
All three clearly announced before
the summit began that a full peace
agreement was too much to expect.
Instead they expressed hope at
progress at reaching a settlement.
Observers and analysists have had
a field day with the summit. Carter
is the target of most of these
theories. The theory is that this
summit will either make or break the
President politically. If the summit
is successful, meaning that some
compromises by both Israel and
Egypt will be made, a sign of
progress, then Carter's image will
improve. If the summit fails, that
will be another thorn in Carter's
political crown of thorns.
In my opinion, the importance of
the summit lies somewhere between
both views. The results will be much
more important than the three
leaders want people to believe and
the political consequences much less
severe than analysists and yes,
reporters are predicting.

Special programs
otter tennis, dancing

adults. These classes will meet on
Mondays and Wednesdays from 6-7 p.m.
There is also an intermediate Tennis
class being-offered which started en
Sept. It and will run through Oct 5 It
will meet Tuesdays and Thursday from
": "Sp.m. and there is a fee of 116.50.
Another course which started on Sept.
11 is the Caller lab's Advanced Square
Dancing Class. It will meet Mondays
from 7 - 9:30 p.m. until Dec. 18. The fee
is $30 per couple.

Powell
Brian Butler, SophornVc-Broadcasting, Portsmouth, Ohio. "Yes,
sports, the front section, I read it
all."
Jacquie Powell, Freshman-undecided, Louisv*'"
"
...
I'm at home."
Ray Edwards, Senjor-History,
Winchester. "1 read one regularly,
but I don't.suDscribe. 1 start at one
end and read to the other."

Kdwards

"•,°,° ■* STBVS BROWN)

Linda Emmerich, Sophomore
Speech pathology, Dayton, Ohio.
"No. Well, just a home newspaper
once a week.'I onty get it to see who
goCmarried."
Brenda Hawkins, Freshman.
Lawrenceburg, Ky. "The Accent
and the Lexington Herald. I like the
lifestyleV"1-^..'" ■ -.?■-Sandy Shouse, Junior. Frankfort,
Ky. "No, nothing in particular."
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Learning skills aid
struggling students

Enzie to view
'overall' college
-.

...I.I.

^i-iik-cis

B\ MARK It RNER
Editor
Deans have lo be more aware of the
overall vie* of their college, according
to Dr Kussell Enzie. the new dean
designate of the College of Social and
Behavioral Sciences.
"I guess by necessity the dean has to
lake a broader view than the department chairman." Enzie said.
I probably will want to get involved
m different disciplines "
Kmie was appointed the dean of the
College of Social and Behavioral
Sciences by the Board of Regents in
August
The college was created by the
I'niversity Planning Council last
November when the Council decided to
eombine the College of Arts and
Sciences and Central I'niversity College
Vt'l'C> and form three new colleges.
"The
main
reason
for
the
reorganization was to make the administration of the colleges easier and
more compact." Enzie said.
The college Enzie will head is made
up of the Departments of: Anthropology Sociology and Social Work:
C.eography: History: Political Science;
Psychology and Social Science
"We have five departments that came
f an Arts and Sciences and one that
c-ime from CUC." Enzie said.
The Department of Social Science is
from CUC
The first task for Enzie and his new
'.•ollege will be to select chairmen for the
Department of Psychology and the
Department of Social Science
Enzie is the current chairman of

i^.nk,,!,^. and
-.i.fl the
the new
npvv college's
(
Psychology
associate dean. Dr Kenneth Nelson is
the current chairman of Social Sciences
"I foresee the dean and the faculty
working very closely on the selection of
the new chairman
It would be
ridiculous to select a chairman that the
faculty doesn'l get along with." Enzie
said
Enzie did his undergraduate work at
Abilene Christian in Texas, graduating
in 1964
He received his M S from the
I'niversity of Oklahoma in 1966 and his
Ph D from there in l%R
He taught at a branch of the
I'niversity of Missouri where he was the
head of the psychology section
Enzie came lo the I'niversity in 1974
and took over as chairman of the
Psychology Department then
Enzie said there are a lot of things he
has lo look into as dean
"I don't know about course changes.
The University is always evaluating its
general education program " Enzie
said
Much of the basic course structure
will stav the same
Standing college committees will
have to he formed, according to Enzie.
•such as the one on tenure and
promotion "
The new college structure will take
effect .My I. 1979
Enzie said he was just trying to get
this semester going before he turned his
altention lo the planning of a new
college
•There will be a lot of things to do." he
said, 'and I'm glad we have a whole
year

A good deal

Student insurance
By Robin Pater
Staff Writer
Are you a hypochondriac? Are you a
klutz? Or are you considered a "risk"?
Even if none of the above descriptions
pertain to you. as a student here you
may want to look into the insurance
Coverage plans offered by the university.
Many things can occur while living
away from home and the University has
a variety of insurance plans to cover
(hem For instance, for $37 per year for
a single student, the accident expense
benefit covers medical and surgical
treatment, miscellaneous hospital
expenses, dental treatment and ambulance service.
This Student Health Insurance Plan
not only allows protection for a student
on a 24-hour basis, but has an accident
death benefit totaling 11.000 as well.
Students' options include buying the
insurance annually or by semester. The

T
0

insurance plan, in addition, provides for
combined student and spouse rates,
along with special maternity benefits
And vacation periods are also covered
during the semesters in which a student
purchases insurance.
Dealing with a local insurance agent.
Bill Rice, the Student Health Insurance
Plan originates from the Massachusetts
Indemnity and Life Iasurance Company
for Student Insurance
According to assistant director of
University personnel. Clark Orttenburger-the University's adopted
insurance plan is much cheaper than
others. "I believe Blue Cross offers a
student policy priced around $35 per
month.'' said Orttenburger
The University began selling these
student policies at the start of
registration, but students may purchase
the insurance at any time. Insurance
brochures may be picked up in the
Coates Administration building
"The minute you buy it." said Orttenburger. "you are covered."

(Photo by JAMES KELLEV)

Dean Russell Enzie is busy with a desk full of work. Enzie is the new dean of
the just formed college of Social and Behavioral Sciences.

A 'spellbound'champ
~

- — . .... ..,
By THERESA
CRAIG
Staff Writer

Some people feel that Kentucky never
wins anything Is there news for them!
On this campus we have a winner
She is not the athletic type, but a
person who has devoted a lot of studying
to her credit She is a national champion
Our winner is Maleena Douglas, a
freshman journalism major from
King's Mountain.
Douglas has a hobby which is not so
rare - reading - but the fact that she
became interested in words is Because
she often read but did not understand
the monstrous words which appeared in
news magazines, she began consulting
her dictionary
The dictionary led her to her school's
chapter Future Business Leaders of

\i»»..»-w. iiPBLAl
nil A i spelling
vrwllmu and
America
and definition
contest, which contained all lengths of
words and categories.
Douglas entered the contest and took
fifth place in the regional and state
competition
She was determined to try. again, as
the old cliche suggests This time she
was rewarded After the first definition
test, she and two others remained. The
three went to the nationals as a team
The first of the group bowed out in the
12th round and the second in the seventh
round. Douglas stayed with it to the
sixth and final round and defeated 144
competitors
Don't believe that this feat was easily
obtained. Douglas studied every word in
a 33.000 word dictionary for three
months What is so remarkable is that
she said she still remembers them Said
Douglas: "1 sleep with them still, every
night "

NCRA conference
Sept. 17-22
The 12th annual National Correctional
Recreation Association conference will
be hosted Sept. 17-22 by the State Bureau
of Training, located on the campus here
Delegates to the conference from 50
states and Canada will represent
federal, state and local correctional
institutions which provide comprehensive recreation programs for
inmates. Juvenile detention centers also
will be represented.
Co-chairman, William E Bain,
Bureau of Training, and Doug Nieland,
Department of Recreation and Park

Administration, have invited exhibitors
of recreational supplies and equipment
to display products during the week
long conference.
Program speakers include practitioners in the field of correctional
recreation, as well a professionals in the
administration and educational roles
involving leisure-time activities.
For further information concerning
the conference, write or call Bain,
NCRA. Bureau of Training. Box 608.
Eastern Kentucky University. Richmond. Ky 40475, 622-1123.

The Department of Learning Skills,
formed in 1969 as an aid to those
students struggling with their studies,
has grown into an extensive service for
the entire student body
However, many students are not
aware of all the services available
through the Department of learning
Skills, nor of the work being done there
In fact, the department was just
recently cited by Dr John Rousche and
Jerry Snow's new book. Overcoming
Learning Problems, as having one of the
six exemplary academic support
programs in the nation.
The department was chosen from a
list of over 300 colleges Eastern was
included with other such schools as Ohio
State and University of California at
Berkley.
The primary role of the department is
to provide academic counseling, advising, and skill development to
students working on their general
studies. This is done either through
tutorial services, refresher courses or
credit courses.
Tutorial services are offered in most
of the general studies areas. This is a
free service available on a "first-comefirst serve" basis The tutors include
.instructors, graduate assistants.

By BETH SCHOEN
Features Editor
Remember the college bowl games
last year' How about the Cotton Bowl
held in Dallas''
If vou're an avid Notre Dame fan.
surely you can recall how they walloped
Texas 38-10 on that glorious day, winning the national championship for their
tenth time around
Coming any clearer-" Well, strain the
ole memory banks a tad deeper into the
half-time celebrations
Most guys would have noticed the
short-skirted cheerleaders and the
dazzling Cotton Bowl queen, and maybe
even the "Maid of Cotton "
Big deal, huh' Just a bunch of pretty
faces.
That's not exactly the case for the
Maid of Cotton" that will be selected
once again in Memphis. Tenn come
Dec 27 through the 29th
"She's more of a public relations
person." said Terrie Wyatt. tour
manager for the Maid of Cotton', "than
just another beauty pageant winner,
and she gets to travel to Arizona.
California. Washington. Canada.
Europe, and seven countries in the Far

East, nartirtnat.nl
t-*:i<.t
participating in promotion for the
American cotton industry,'' not to
mention her appearance once again in
the Cotton Bowl
And when she returns to the states
after being overseas for eight weeks,
some time during the middle of July,
she'll be set for school with a $2000 grant
and a complete wardrobe of, what else,
100 per cent cotton
How does this aoolv to students here-"
Anyone between 19 and 23. at least five
leet five, having never been married,
attending college in a cotton producing
state, 'meaning Kentucky), with a
definite itch to travel, is eligible to apply
as a possible candidate.
"Eighteen finalists are cboacn from
the pictures and applications we
receive." said Wyatt.
"No background in cotton, is
necessary." said Wyatt "The new
'Maid' will spend a very thorough
orientation period beginning at the
USDA laboratories in New Orleans, on
to the labs at Texas Tech. and in places
in Mississippi
"It's quick, but expensive." added
Wyatt. "and it gives her all the information she needs to answer the many
questions people will ask her throughout
the tour "

218 S. Porter Dr.
The Fun
Starts At 4:00

Don/mlts -TEMPTATIONS' I"

The Mill Presents
September Bash
Thursday, Sept. 21st

With our cookout
that will feature
reduced refreshments
Come Down Early!
E. Main St.. Richmond

Mid-Nite Movie Thursday & Friday

STARTS FRIDAY

OFF

With This Coupon

623-1714

THE OTHER
PLACE
BILL HAMMONS
HAIRCUTTERS
STUDIED IN
LONDON PARIS
NbW YORK & LA.

THE UNIVERSITY FILM SERIES MOVIES ARE PRESENTED

THE WHOLE COUNTRY IS WATTING TO SEE
JACQUELINE BISSET
AS YOITVE NEVER SEEN HER BEFORE!
-JACQUELINE BISSET IS
MORE
STUNNINC
IN
■SECRETS' THAN IN THE
■CREEK TYCOON' WHICH
HARDLY SEEMS POSSIBLE.
NOT ONLY IS LA BISSET
RAVISHING IN -SECRETS',
SHE IS ALSO NUDE . . ."
- Bill Van Umi. MUM Not

"JACQUELINE BISSET —
THIS TANTALIZLNC BEAUTY. USUALLY MIRED IN
BAD FILMS. IS HERE GIVEN
A CHANCE TO EVOLVE IN
A COMPLEX, INTRIGUING
FASHION TO CREATE A
WOMAN VERY MUCH THE
PRODUCT OF THESE CONFUSED TIMES." - <?■■■■
Ruattl. Miami Harald

—

SHOW TIMES
-

7&9
(TAaaiNC

JACQUELINE
BISSET

2

PEARL BUCHANAN THEA TRE. KEEN JOHNSON BUILDING.
* IN
SEVEN UGHTS PER WEEK AT THE LISTED TIME PLEASE

MONDAY - FRIDAY

Whall
Stop The

$

UNIVERSITY FILM SERIES ^

Student Discount in Effect.

Nick
Nolte

at 3659

Maid of Cotton
competition set

■ 1ST OFTHI YEAH! HIGHEST

Bain

paraprofessionals and students. College
credit is given to those students who will
tutor, and the department encourges it
on the basis that "the best way to
master a subject is to teach it to
someone else "
The refresher courses are for students
who lack the basic skills needed in
general education courses Refresher
classes are offered in mathematics,
english. natural science, social science
and communication skills. Sections of
the communication skills courses are
arranged for foregin students learning
English, in which they receive help in
vocabulary, pronunciation and writing
skills
The credit courses offered by the
Ivpartment of [.earning Skills are the
most familiar to students. The depart
ment's Rapid Reading course is very
popular The seven week course is
designed for any student who wishes to
improve his reading skills, study
techniques and vocabulary Other credit
courses include College Reading - Study
Skills. Vocabulary Development and
Clinical Experiences in Secondary
Education (the previously mentioned
credit course for student tutors).
The Department of Learning Skills is
located in the Keith Building under the
College of Undergraduate Studies. For
more information call the department

Bv BETTY ANN MAI.KIN
Staff Writer

Downtown Richmond

IRV
WATCH SCHEDULE FOR STARTING TIME AS THEY VARY
■ED W^
WITH THE LENGTH Of FIX ADMISSIONISII 00 AND LIMITED
TO EKU STUDENTS, FACULTY. STAFF. AND GUESTS Fl
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CALL STUDENT ACTTVmES

■MM,

September 14, 15, 16
■MOMe-fecM**
(upcrteocc
„ Ml HUB r»o*
•MOMURU

6:30 p.m-

STING
September
20. 21. 22
'•I MntM nwactei.
Tftey*rat«« flamy.'

"Oh,Godr

6:00 p.m. , .
8:00 p.m. **£$
^10:00 p.m jiflL
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Living Water: taking a step
of faith
B> SHKI BY WHITE
Staff Writer
After more than a year of waiting, a
$15,000 dream is about to come true for
several University students.
That dream is called "Living Water
Camp Meeting." a two-day contemporary Christian music festival
featuring 11 musical groups, many of
them nationally known.
Living Water has been scheduled for
Sept 15 and 16 at the Brodhead
Kairground at Brodhead. about 30 miles
south of Richmond
Kim Payne, a junior psychology
major here, reports that the operating
budget for the two-day concert has been
set at 115.000.
Payne, program director for Living
Water, said that less than $1000 has been
raised so far to meet initial expenses,
and that the remaining $14,000 will be
raised by ticket sales.
Cathy Baker, acting publicity director
for Living Water and a graduate special
education student at Eastern, said.
•'We're taking a step on faith."
Living Water is being sponsored by
CleftRock, a non-denominational
retreat ministry located on a farm in
Rockcastle County
CleftRock also serves as a residence
for missionaries on sabbatical, a
domicile for missionaries' children
who are in school while their parents are
working overseas and also as a waystation for anyone who happens at its
door
Raker said that students from Berea
College. Cumberland College and people
in the Brodhead area have also worked
on Living Water.
According to Payne, the idea was
conceived last summer and many
people including several University
students have put in more than an
hour's work per day on the project since
last September.
Baker said that the work included a
tremendous amount of correspondence,
regular meetings in Berea or Mt. Veron,
recruitment of volunteers, requests for
donations, time spent organizing and
publicizing and prayer.
"Gary Sullen (evangelism director
for Living Water) and I were working at
Levi Jackson State Park (last summer)
and we talked about the apathy level in
young people, said Payne.
"So many kids don't know how Jesus
Christ can make a difference in their
dally lives. We formed the Idea of a
Jesus music festival for this area to help
show that He does make a difference,"
she said.
"One of the first places we went to for
help was CleftRock and Bob Fields said
that they had been thinking about a
festival but they had no one who could
take it on." said Payne. "They said we

were an answer to a prayer."
Fields is a missionary who spent ten
years in Israel working with the
Southern Baptist Convention and is a
present resident of CleftRock. Payne
said that Fields is stage director and is
in charge of the grounds for Living
Waler.
Music at the festival will be contemporary "Jesus music" - not your
traditional church music - it is music
with rock or folk rhythms and Christian
lyrics.
"Music at the festival will be as good
or better quality as the music that is
played on the radio." said Payne.
"Modern secular music deals with the
same themes all the time and usually
doesn't get very deep. (Jesus music)
deals with the deeper aspects of life and
talks about problems we face every
day." she said.
"People can expect the same kind of
music they always hear and are attracted to." said Payne "After awhile,
they pick up on the words and they say,
Wow. what's that guy saying!"
Among the groups performing at
Living Water is Forever His, a sevenmember group of University students
and alumni, formerly associated with
the Baptist Student Union but now independent Forever His has toured half
the United States.
Other musicians and musical groups
signed to appear include:
- John Michael Talbot, guitarist and
recording .irtist
- Hope of Glory, a five-man recording
group from Houston. Texas.
- Genesis, a 16-member group from
North Carolina.
- The Pat Terry Group, a trio
recording group from Georgia

'- Brenda and Carl Gustafsen. from
Trenton. New Jersey
- Barbara Ann Chase, a former
Dominican Sister, from Corpus Christi,
Texas, who has taught seminars and
workshops.
- Selah. a five-man group from
Dayton. Ohio, which has appeared on
national television, at colleges and
concert halls.
- Don Whetstein, from Chesapeake,
Ohio, a minister who teaches stories and
songs with his guitar.
- Shekinah. a seven-member group
from Oregon.
- Jubal. a three-member band from
Cincinnati
At least one other Jesus music festival
is held annually in Kentucky. It is called
"Ichthus" and is held in Wilmore.
Payne said that she began booking
these groups in the winter because they
all were booked several months in
advance.
When asked what she would say to
churches and people who were critical
of this kind of music. Payne said, "We
are doing this to uplift the Church. The
This photograph, a part of the Jimmy Taylor Photograph
history of the Church shows that change Collection in the University Archives, was taken by John
is not easy. When the Salvation Army Clark of Lexington in the late 1930's, shows Man 0' War
started using tubas and bass drums in taking a close look at a small statue of himself being cast
their bands, it upset a lot of people."
by the sculptor. Herbert Haseltine (right). Haseltine, one
Despite the accomplishments of of the world's greatest equine sculptors, cast the great
Living Water. Baker said that there was horse's statue, in graduated stages, and eventually ended
still much that needed to be done.
up with the giant bronze statue which stands at the en"We need 60 counselors, 24 security trance to the new Kentucky Horse Park off 1-75 and Iron
personnel, 15 to help with parking, a
construction crew, a sound crew, a
lighting crew and a stage crew." Baker
said.
Tickets, information and camping
reservations can be secured by writing
Living Water, P.O Box 686, Mt. Veron,
Ky. 40456.

Man o' War admires image

Mass communications
speakers series scheduled

Insurance stickers
required
By DAVID WINTERS
Staff Writer
A new law has been passed by the
State of Kentucky requiring that all
Kentucky - licensed automobiles display
a sticker stating that the vehicle is
covered by liability insurance.
Two years ago. a law was enacted
which made owners of passenger
vehicles responsible for purchasing
liability insurance for their cars.
However, this law was difficult to enforce because the car owner was under
no burden to show proof of such
coverage should his auto become involved in an accident.
To remedy this situation, a new law
was passed making it mandatory to
display a sticker which is distributed by
the various insurance companies to

Works Road in Lexington .(The final statue is 11-2 times the
size of the great thoroughbred.
Big Red, as he was known, will oversee the first World 3-1
Day Championships ever held in the United States this
weekend. September 14-17, when horses and riders from
around the globe will coverge on the Bluegrass for "-.e.
'decathlon' of equestrian competition.
Tickets for the three-day event may be purchased at the i
U-xmgtim Civic Center or at the gate.

their liability policy holders. The sticker
gives the basic information needed by
law enforcement officers at the scene of
an accident.
Trooper Robert Muse of the State
Police Headquarters in Richmond, said
that if an owner does not have his
sticker yet. he may carry either his
policy or a binder from his insurance
company.
One local insurance agency
representative, said it would be some
time until all of their policy holders
received their stickers.
But an extension of thirty days has
been granted by Gov. Julian Carroll,
making the deadline for having the
stickers Oct. 1.
The maximum penalty is a $500 fine
and a 30 day revocation of license
plates.

The 1978-79 Department of Mass
Communications Speakers Series is
scheduled to begin its third year
Tuesday. Sept. 19, with guest speaker
Lieutenant Douglas Cannon, command
information officer at Fort Knox,
Kentucky.
Seven speakers have been lined up for
the series which takes place throughout
(he academic year at 4:30 p.m. in the
Kennamer Room of the Powell Building,
on the specified date of each speaking
engagement.
According to Glen W. Klelne, faculty
member of the Mass Communications
Department. the purpose of the series is
to introduce Professionals working in
the field to mass communications
students Students are then able to get
an indication of the wide range of job
opportunities available to them upon
graduation.
Kleine stated that the series does not
receive any funding Speakers come
from all over the country primarily at
their own expense
While the series is generally intended

for the benefit of mass communications
students. Kleine said that all students
and faculty are encouraged to attend
Other speakers in the series besides
Cannon include Pat Carr. editor of the
McLean County News: William E.
Summers. III. president and general
manager of radio station WLCU-AM in
Louisville. Ann Jones, PR practioner
and owner of Alias Smith and Jones in
Cincinnati; Jim Jordan, operations
manager for radio station. WVLK-AM
and FM. Albert Smith, editor and
publisher of the Logan Leader - News
Democrat; and the New York City
Bureau Chief for the Associated Press.
Craig Ammerman.
Of special interest is the fact that for
the first time ever, the series will include speakers thai were former EKU
students
Ammerman was the editor of the
Progress when he attended the
University, while Carr. who is presently
one of the youngest women editors in
Kentucky, is a former managing editor
of the Progress.

1507 East Main Street
Bring This Ad
With You

Dr. David A. Wehr, professor of music
and director of choral activities, has
been selected for his twelfth annual
award by the American Society of
Composers. Authors and Publishers
(ASCAP).
The 1978 award is based on the
"unique prestige value of his published
works" for chorus and organ, and on the
number of performances given his
compositions, the Society reported.
He is one of a group of composers
affiliated with churches, colleges and
universities throughout the country to
receive such an award.

All You Can Eat.

For A
Free Shampoo

Next door to
C&C
•,,
Bargain Barn
Layer Cut
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

Wehr wins

. . Come On Down!
m
Buffet Daily

Bobby Jack's Style Shop
HOURS:
Tues. - Fri.
10 am - 6 pm
Sat.
8 am - 2 pm

Another of the speakers, William B*.
Summers. III. who is scheduled to speak
on Wednesday. Nov. 8. has the distinction of being the first black man to serve
as the head of a state broadcasters
association.
Summers is the new President-elect of
the Kentucky Broadcasters Association.

11:00 -1:00
We Deliver
To You
100 Mfttor St., Rlikmui
A

623 7752
J*H mm fnm th§ ftmMf jg
■*tf

fa SOME GUYS DO BETTER THAN OTHERS.

Givenchy, a well known name in the fashion
world is now known in fashion eyewear also. The two
French girls pictured above in a Paris cafe are wearing
two of the^rnany Givenchy frames that we carry at all
p{ our eight Kentucky locations,

TINDER - KRAUSS-TINDER
YOUR •
INDEPENDENT
OPTICIAN
j

•

•

■*

MAIN STREET

RICHMDNO/LEXINGTON/0*NVlLLE/fflAN.KFCmT/MOflEHEAD

THE LATEST IK
FASHION, CHECKIT
OUT
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Placement Pipeline
Placement Pipeline will be a weekly
feature from the Division of Career
Development and Placement. It will
include a variety of feature* designed to
help students in their career pursuits.

(P«loto by STEVE BROWN)

Basketball court gets face-lift
Mike Hardesiy. graphic specialist in the Department of
i Public Information, spruces up the Colonel's moustache as
-part of the refurbishing of the basketball floor in Alumni
Coliseum. The floor will feature the usual legal markings

Campus Interview Procedures
1. AU interviews will be held in the
Division of Career Development and
Placement. 319 Jones Building.
2. Students who wish to schedule interviews must sign-up in person at the
Division Of rice, 319 Jones Bldg. Monday
- Friday from 8 am - 4:30 p.m.
3. Interview sign-up starts after
organizations are announced in the FYI
or the Eastern Progress.
4. The minimum requirement for
scheduling an interview is the completion and filing of a data sheet. This
form is part of the Placement
Registration Packet which is available
in the Division of Career Development
and Placement. 319 Jones Building. A
complete set of placement credentials is
recommended to support your employment or Graduate School search
Interviewers
Friday. Sept 22 Leggett & Plait. Inc
Positions: Sales Representatives
Qualifications: B.B.A. in Bus. Adm ,
Marketing or B.A.-B.S. with Bus Adm
minor and interest in sales field.
Note: -Interviewing alumni or
December 1978 graduates only

in addition to a Colonel in opposing corners of each half
court and the words Eastern Kentucky University on each
sideline from the half court marker to the basket

Colonel Club meeting tonight...for details call 622-3116, 622-3375 or 622 2301

f

Exchange
DIAL

SERVICE
DIRECTORY.

Entry level
opportunities
completion of
Administrative

federal employment
usually require the
the Professional and
Career Exam (PACE!

with the Central Appalachian
region. Duties: a Prepare Housing
needs analysis
b Research and report legislative
information affecting Housing industry
c Publish a monthly newsletter
Hours: Flexible - approximately 20
per week

197K-7S PACE Application &
Test Dates

Application Periods
Sept 18 - Oct. 12. 1978. Jan 22
Feb. 22. 1979
Test Period
Nov 4 - Dec 9. 1978; March 10 - April
7. 1979
Foreign Service Officer & Foreign
Service Information Officer Exam
information and applications for 1978-79
graduates are available in the Division
of Career Development & Placement.
319 Jones Bldg
Application Deadline

October 20.1978

Exam Date
December 2. 1978
Part-Time Employment (Off-Campusi
1 Research Assistant Berea employer is seeking a EKl' student with an
academic background in Economics.
Statistics or Journalism who is familiar

2. Finance Intern - Senior level
student who is interested in part-time
local employment in the financial
brokerage field Duties include assisting
local broker and preparing for NY S E
Exam
3. Key Punch Operators - Part-time or
full-time positions in Berea Day or
afternoon shift
Flexible work
schedules Hourly pay rate depends
upon experience
For additional details, contact the
Division of Career Development &
Placement. 319 Jones Bldg
Attention December 1*78 OraduaU-s
Certified to Teach
If you desire to be listed fan the EKU
Employment Promotion release, please
contact the Division of Career
Development & Placement. 319 Jones
Building by Friday. September 22 The
completion of a mini resume in the
Division Office will expose your
credentials to approximately 300 school
employers in Kentucky and surrounding
states before December graduation

3dtti & Solxtie Sioolt

Business people
that can help

RICHMOND
GREENHOUSE

BIBLE
MOMENT
624-2427
623-5058

Come Out and Broyse
Get To Know Us
Coordinates to create a
dozen snappy looks1
All in ever-favored navy
polyester . sizes 3 to 13

We van help you decorate
your room with house plant*,
various hanger* and arrangement*.
FREE DELIVERY
IN TOWN

Westover Ave.
off W. Main

Blazer with lapels narrowed
reg. $50
32.99.
Slacks with
double belt, reg $27
17.99. Checked shirt (tie not
included), reg $18
11.99.
Split tail vest, reg $27
17.99. Flared skirt with
double belt, reg $30

623-3410

First Christian Church
Main at Lancaster

Welcomes New Students,
Faculty, Administration

recordsmith
behind Jerry's on the ByPtu

Weekly Album
Specials

U.S. Government Employment

'\

Church School 9:30 am
Morning Worship 10:45 am
Dr. James A. Cox, Minister

95

Weekly 8 Track
Cassette
Specials
vC •"

19.99

Come Worship
With Us!
-

COMPLETE DINNER INCLUDES:
■

3 pieces honey-dipped fried chicken,
mashed potatoes and gravy, cole slaw
and 1 hot butter tastin biscuit.

WEDNESDAY

ALL DAY
EVERY
WEDNESDAY

$159

1

REGULAR
$2.05
VALUE

U.S. 25 SOUTH
NEXT TO CLARK-M00RES SCHOOL]
Not good in combination with other
offers, Coupons and discounts.
Copyright 1977

NOW SERVING:
Pwe Hickory P:i Pork EcfB-Q
AND
Batter * Dipped^tfith
Dinnei or Sandwich
I

Famous Recipe Fried Chicken
t>.

9

Jamok

S

FRE>

4
-

.

mmt

UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER

Opaw Mm. - Sat. 10 am - 9 pm. Sun 1:30

5:30
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Organizations
Dateline

Members go down under

By GINNV EAGER
Organizations Editor

All items appearing In Dateline should be sent to (.innv Eager, organization! editor
fourth floor, Jones Building, Progress office »y the Friday preceding publication.
Cross Campus Praise and Prayer
Eta Sigma Gamma will have an
meetings will be held in the Meditation initiation
for the new members on
Chapel at 7:15 am and in the Wallace Tuesday. Sept. 19. Any health major or
Building, room 427 at 8:30 a.m. Monday minor interested in joining should call
through Friday throughout the 622 3646 Old members wishing to
semester This is sponsored by the become active should contact Ursula
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship.
White at 625-2752.
I»r .liinine Marie Idziak. assistant
professor of philosophy, will speak at a
Philosophy Club meeting today at 7:30
p.m in (he Clark Room of the Wallace
Building Idziak will speak on "Divine
Command Morality. "

A Franco—Prussian Picnic will be
held Saturday. Sept. 16 at Boonesboro. It
will be sponsored by the German and
French Clubs Anyone wishing to attend
should meet in front of the Daniel Boone
Statue at noon.

The University Ensemble welcomes
any program dates from any
organization in the state and any
campus organizations. The ensemble
performs long or short programs for
banquets and business meeting
Knquiries should be sent to UNIVERSITY ENSEMBLE. Box 334. Administration Building. EKU. Richmond.
Kentucky. 40575

If you are currently practicing the
Transcendental Meditation program, as
laught by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi
please contact the EKU chapter of
Students International Meditation
Society at 624-1555

The EKU chapter of Alpha Epsilon
Hho. the national honorary broadcasting society, will be formerly inducted lonight at 8 p.m The ceremony
will be conducted by representatives
from the Morehead chapter of AER and
will he held al the television studio in the
Division of Television and Radio.
Donovan Ituilding

The Baptist Student Union wishes to
invite all new students to a New Student
Retreat. Sept. 15 and 16 at the Baptist
Student Union. 325 University Drive.
The Fall Retreat will be Sept. 29 through
Oct. 1.
The Young Democrats will have a
meeting Sept. 27. at 8 p.m. in Conference Room B of the Powell Building.
The guest speaker will be State Senator
Joe Prather. candidate for Lt. Governor.
All interested students and old
members who wish to join this year
should call Steve or Denise Pollock at
622 5702.

Cave Club members go underground
Bv M..I. SI IK I HI If SIE
SUff Writer
(Editor's note: This is the first In a
series on the University's special interest organizations.)
It is doubtful that one would associate
bacon, drapery, soda straws, popcorn or
pancakes with an impressive sounding
word such as spelelogical - unless that
person were in a speleological society
such as the one on campus.
This group observes just such cave
formations most every weekend on their
caving expeditions.
The cave club was initially organized
approximately ten years ago when a
group of interested students contacted a
professor in the Geology Department.
John
Keifer.
about
such
an
organization.
Tbey were given much opposition
from the administration because of a
former cave club with a tarnished
reoutation.

While waiting for the administration
to resolve their fears of a return of
another club of dubious motives, the
club was growing and had added, along
with several new members, two new
advisors. Bill Schultz and Bill- Adams.
Just prior to their recognition by the
University, the organization received its
charter from the National Spelelogical
Society <NSSi.
After its acceptance by the University
the club grew rapidly, although they lost
several members after each fall's initial
caving experience.
During the early years of formation
the club partook of many interesting
activities such as a survey of Bakers
Cave, the cleanup of Adams Cave,
lectures by well known members of the
NSS. attendance of SERA meeting in
Knoxville. Tenn.. and the sending of
representatives to both the Blacksburg
and White Salmon Conventions.
Sincethe club has become established
they have made many interesting ex

By NANCY SPENCER
SUff Writer
Jennie K. Curtis, originally of Walnut
Creek, Ca. is replacing Jill Harbin as
the Assistant to the Director of Student
Activities.
Curtis holds a master's degree in
Guidance and Counseling in Higher
Education with an emphasis on Student
Affairs. She obtained this degree from
North Dakota State University.
Before coming to the University this
semester she was director of a camp for
underpriviledged girls in British
Colombia. Canada.
Curtis is principally the advisor of the
Panhellenic Council. Panhellenic is the
governing body of the nine sororities on
campus and helps to see that all
sororities are following the same

Thursday
September 14.1978
6pm EKU Dance Theatre try-outs, Weaver dance studio
p.m. Sigma Chi casino party. Sigma Chi house, Barnesmill Road
9:15 p.m. Penning Rifles and Valianettes will hold a Get Acquainted hour in
the Kennamer Room. Powell Building

Friday. September IS. 1978
7:30 p.m Wesley Foundation Square Dance. Mule Barn. Arlington.
(Ptioto by Olnny Eaosr)

Three members of the first Maching Maroon Rifle Squad march across the
parking lot twirling their rifles. Keith Dawson, left, Matt Collins, center, and
Jim Bates are preparing for their first appearance on Sept. 23.

9:30 a.m. Rap Hour. Wesley Foundation
7 p.m. Worship through sharing. Wesley Foundation
b 30 p.m. Spaghetti Supper for church members. Newman Center. Admission. 59 cents.
* ■
*' Monday
September 18.1978
1145 am BSU lunchencounter. Powell Building
4:30 p.m. Progress staff meeting. Progress office, fourth floor, Jones
Building
*
•
Taesday
September 19.1978
7 a.m. BSU prayer breakfast. Baptist Student Union
7:15 a.m. Prayer breakfast. Wesley Foundation
5 p.m. Milestone staff meeting, Milestone office, fourth floor, Jones Building
6:30 p.m. Bible study. Baptist Student Union
7 p.m. Singers practice, Wesley Foundation
8:30 p.m. AUSA meeting. Wallace 426
6:30 p.m Basic Beliefs and Practices Session for Catholic and non-Catholics
wishing to know more about the Catholic faith. Newman Center.
Wednesday
September 29.1978
5:30 p.m. BSU nursing home visitations
7 p.m. Fellowship, Wesley Foundation
8:30 p.m. BSU discovery. Baptist Student Union
7 p.m. Ciruna Club meeting, Wallace 345.

Rifles to give
'trial' performance

receive a good response Irom the
audience, next semester we'll have
iryouts " Dawson said they eventually
hopr lo have a full squad of 10 to 12
In the midst of the University's members'
The rifle 'orp will present itself on
Marching Maroons, a new feature attraction will perform a( half lime during Hanger Field at the first home football
I he foot hall games this year. Keith garni' Sept 23. They will perform to
'Saturday Night Fever." "Disco
DavvMin. captain. Dorena Fox. coraptain. .Mm Bales. Malt Colhns and ■Mountain" and "Salsation."
Must of the members have had one
Don Smith, alternates, make up the
and a half lo two years experience
band's first rifle corp.
Band Director Robert Hartwell was twirling rifles. They practice on their
reluctant al first lo use rifles on the own when they have free time, as well
field. .-K-cording lo Dawson. He didn't as during regular band rehearsals.
The members' attire consists of band
want them lo take the place of the
majorettes. So the rifle corps will line up pants, white shoes, gold satin shirts,
in front of the band with the majorettes hats and plumes.
The corp spends about two hours a
on either side.
"It took a lot of persuasion." Dawson day pounding away on the parking lot
pavement as well as the lime they spend
said
Finally Hartwell granted permission twirling rifles on their own.
Rut they do it for a reason: in the
lo perform, but only on a trial basis. Cocaptain Fox said. "We practiced all last words of Collins. "Football fields are
winler to gel ready for this year If we made for marching."
HA fiWKN KAI.DENHERG AND
VALERIE HOLMES
Staff Writers

Exchange
Exchange
4th
Floor
jones
Building
classified Ads
Classified Ads**
Eastern Progress
Classifieds

10% OFF
Easy Creations

Craft Shop
Jewelry Making Supplies

15 DIFFERENT CLASS INSTRUCTIONS
Open 7 Days
a Week

So"thern
Plaza

, ox *QnA
6235904

Hi,ls

YOUR
ONE-STOP
SHOP!
Sorority Mascots,
Giftwar,
TV A Radio
Repair
PHONE
623-2390
'

•
-

Ear Piercing

& your choice
off Earrings.

Novelties
Houteuares
Applimnces &
Plmmbing Shop

BLUE GRASS
HARDWARE

guidelines. Panhellenic also sets rush
guidelines and sponsors programs to
integrate the sororities.
Curtis wishes to encourage the women
on campus to take advantage of the
sororities.
"It would be a definite asset to any
individual." Curtis siad. "Sororities
help prepare the individual for a life
beyond college."

Sorry
Due to circumstances beyond oua*
control the cartoons, Stanley and Zarsj
will not appear this week. However,
they will return next week.

Energy conscious
club in the making
By (ilNNY EAGER
Organizations Editor
Not so very long ago people were
waiting in line to fill up the gas tanks of
their cars, the speed limit was lowered
lo SS mph and many thermostats were
turned down to 68 degrees.
But now. gas can be obtained, at a
price, anywhere with a minimal of
waiting, the speed limit remains 55 even
though speedometers do not and lots of
people don't even remember the great
energy crisis of '74.
There are three young men on campus
who have not forgotten the energy crisis
and for the past two weeks they have
been planning the organization of a new
club.
The club is temporarily called the
Coal-Energy Club and one of its main
objectives is to make people aware of
the current energy crisis.
Sieve Pollock. Stan Hager. Wendall
Salver, who are all coal mine administration majors, have been drawing
up the by-laws and the constitution of
the club and presented these at the
organization meeting last night.
Dr Jack Griffith/a new instructor at
the University, will be the club advisor
and has been helping with the planning.
University rules state that a club must
meet three times, have at least 15

members and have the constitution and
by-laws approved by Skip Daughtery
before it is a recognized campus
organization.
According to Pollock, last Right's
meeting was basically a planning one.
They hope to have of fleers elected and
the other meetings arranged as well as
future plans discussed at the close of the
meeting.
The club is a departmental
organization but it is open to students
other than coal mine administration
majors. Pollock said. "It's not just coal
(oriented), but any energy field. But the
emphasis will be on coal mining "
"The club will be a vehicle lor
acquainting people in industry with the
coal mining program." said Griffith.
The club is basically an educational tool
but will also serve as a public relations
tool.
Griffith hopes to bring in many
speakers and also organize some field
trips. Both Pollock and Griffith hope for
a good response to club and encourage
any interested student to join. Even if
someone missed the first meeting it isn't
ton late and the dates of other meetings
will be posted soon.
"The major is native to eastern
Kentucky." said Pollock and he thinks
this will be a big plus in recruiting
members

Offering

GREAT PIZZA
Whole wheat or white crust
Deep Dish & Regular
SCRUMPTIOUS SUBMARINE
SANDWICHES
Roast Beef, Turkey,
Super Sub, Ham & Meatball
SUPER SALADS
&BEER
Catering
available

ALL CRAFT SUPPLIES

Cake Decorating Supplies

outlined by the president of the group at
last Wednesday's meeting, are taking
an overnight trip to Mammoth Cave,
mapping and linking caves and
generally exploring the 200 or more
caves in Rockcastle County.
For those who believe cave exploration would be fun and easy, a brief
note about obstacles is needed. For
instance. Miller's Pit has a chimney
entry - a 70 foot drop - and no other
means of leaving the cave but back up
the chimney.
There is also a means of access called
a crawlway. defined as "a passageway
so low that you have to get down on your
hands and knees or on your belly in
order to get through." Besides thht.
caving means covering one's self with
cave mud which leaves a permanent
stain on clothing.
This year"s officers are Greg Sievert,
president: Danny Perkins, vicepresident and Greg Hall, secretarytreasurer. All are experienced cave
explorers

Curtis takes office

Times and Places

Sunday
September 17.1978

cursions including Sloans Valley, an
extremely long cavern, caves around
l-exington, Adams Cave in Madison
County and Wind Cave in Jackson
County plus their regular excursions to
the caves in Rockcastle County, south of
Madison County.
Although evidence of such was not to
be seen at last Wednesday's meeting,
the club president, Greg Sievert says
they "normally have as many girls as
guys." The clubs general attendance
was down at the first meeting. 20 perspective members compared with 75 at
last year's first meeting
Although the club was traditionally
for science majors, the members now
range from industrial education to
wildlife management to police administration majors.
The first excursion of this year was
scheduled for Saturday. Sept. 2. when
they journeyed either to Roundstone or
Pine Hill Caves. Next Sunday the group
plans to explore Crooked Creek.
The club's long range plans. »«

Only •7";
White or yellow gold

Hopper's Jewelry 112 E. MAIN
DOWNTOWN

134 W. Main Downtown
623-6816
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Sports
Veteran team returns

In 'defense' of experience
. EDITOR'S NOTE: Last of a two part
series on the 1978 football Colonels. This
part will examine the defensive team.
Ry KEN TINGLEY
Sports Editor

The Swarm
Hanger Field. Eastern will open its season Saturday as
they travel to Alabama to take on Troy St.

Eastern's defense swarms over the ball carrier during
an intrasquad scrimmage which was held Saturday at

Cross-country (Men's)
Sept. 16 Marshall Invitational - Away
Volleyball (Women's i

Sept. IS - 16 Kentucky Invitational Away

sept 19 Morehead St - 6 p.m.
Tennis (Women's)
Sept. 15 - 16 Western Kentucky,
Southern Illinois, Northwestern - Away
Sept 20 Louisville - Home
Football (Men's)
Sept. 16 Troy St. - Away - 8:30 EDT

KIRK'S*

Field Hockey (Women's)
Sept. 16 Miami - Away
1978 GOLF IMEN'SI
Sept. 22 23
Murray Invitational
Sept. 29 - Oct. 1
Buckeye Fall Classic
Oct. 14 15
EKU Fall Invitational
Nov. 16-18
All Dixie Intercollegiate

tllMimST U4-Z424

IS LOOKING FOR
COMPETENT PERSONS

CLUSTER LOOK,
Thsi rich look of genuine otarnonds,
seven of »tem. artfuty mounted tor
ftMbejdnvnondlook. toyourohotos
of^oryeaewgokt

NfXI

WITH AUTO FOR PIZZA DELIVERY
APPLY IN PERSON

FRIDAY, SEPT. 15th

TO I G A

STOUT &y»& TALL TOO
Southern Hills Plaza
EKU By - Pass, Richmond, Ky.

StoitfcTdlU&s:
You Have Not Boon

Call for appointment
623-0332
Mon - Thur. 10 6 pm
Fri 10 - 8 pm
Sat. 10-6 pm

Forgotten
The Slenderello Stout Shop located in
Southern Hills Plaza on the Eastern By
Pass is pleased to announce the introduction of a brand new department: A
fashionable, and economically priced
selection of tall ladies apparel.
No longer must you travel miles around
for the latest in tall fashions. Slenderello
has it all for you right here in Richmond.
Slenderello wants to provide her
customers with up to date fashions that
one can easily afford.
Slenderello recognizes the needs of the
•all and stout lady and is carrying a colorful selection of slocks, blouses, pantsuits.
dresses, coats, sleepwear, hosiery, under
garments, scarves, jeans, denim jumpsuits, one of a kind formal gowns and o
large selection of triple EEE Shoes from
sizes 6-11. .
Our tall department has sizes from 1024. Jumpsuit sizes are 10-16.
In our stout department, we offer sizes
l2'/i to 32 V, and up to size 60 in straight
sizes.
The tall and stout woman has special
clothing needs and a uspecial woman
deserves special treatment.
At Slen
derella, you will find on excellent, well
trained experienced sales staff ready to
assist you in coordinating at an affordable
price o wardrobe with style and flair.
So take a trip down to the Slenderello
Stout < Tall Shop located in Southern Hills
Plaza and see what the experts have in
store for yew..

Cindy Lundberg, former forward for
the Eastern Kentucky University
women's basketball- team, was one of 13
women who passed tryout competition
and earned a spot on the Milwaukee
Does, a team in the newlyformed
Women's Professional Basketball
League.

Lundberg. a 5-11 forward from
Springfield. Va., who scored 805 career
points in three seasons' at EKU.
averaged 12.4 points and pulled down
10.3 rebounds last year for the Colonels
"It's really exciting. That's
something. To get paid to play
basketball, that's something vou so to

heaven for." explained an elated
Lundberg.
The Milwaukee players report to
training camp in November. The first
regular season game is scheduled for
the Does against Chicago Dec. 10 in
Milwaukee
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Ford will probally miss the first two or
three games with an injury
HOVER At the rover position this year
will be sophomore Charles Brunson
THEDEFENSE
Rrunson. who Coach Kidd describes as a
MIDDLE GUARD- Joe Richards is capable football player has not had
returning for his junior year at the much experience He played behind allposition which saw him win an conference rover Anthony Miller last
honorable mention in the OVC. Coach year.
Kidd describes Richard and his John CORNBRBACKS The defensive back
Mendenhall style of ulav as one of the field could lie the Colonels undoing this
best middle guards in the Conference
year The starters are capable but
DEFENSIVE TACKLES Bobby Payne, barking up each starter is a freshman
second-team all-conference tackle last Juniors. Steve Fletcher and Danny
year, and Buddy Moor will be starting at Martin are both returning starters from
the tackles Rickie Rhodes and James last year. They will be backed up by
Shelton will be the backups "We're
Rodney Byrd and Tom White.
pretty sound with those four kids." said SAFETY - Joel Scrafton will be the
Kidd "If we can only get a little more junior safety. Freshmen. George Floyd
consistency
and Uoyd Fowler will also see some
DEFENSIVE ENDS - Captain and action in the secondary.
senior Chris Roberts will anchor one of PUNTER - The punting has still been
the ends for the Colonels. Roberts was a incnnsistant so far this year. Scrafton.
second-team all-OVC performer last Rick Sang, and Cris Curtis have been
year. Juniors. Ed Laski and Tim sharing the punting duties so far
Frommeyer will also see plenty of
The outlook is good for Eastern
playing time.
defensively. Coach Kidd believes that
I.INERACKERS Coach Kidd believes the defense has the potential to be great
that he has five capable football players against the run Overall it could be great
at this position and it could be one of the defense if the secondary stays
stronger points on the team Returning healthy.
are juniors Bob Mclntyre and Tom
It looks like game one for the Colonels
Berger Berger has done an outstanding c«Mild prove to be a low scoring affair
job so far according to Coach Kidd. The With Troy St returning their entire
other linebackers are fcd Mnena. rrea starting defensive team Eastern may
Griffin, and Gary Ford All are juniors
find it tough going

Lundberg turns pro hoopster

Scoreboard
UPCOMING EVENTS

The Eastern Kentucky Colonels will
be traveling deep into the heart of dixie
in two days to open up their 1978 football
season Eastern will be in Troy, Ala. to
take on 1977 playoff participant Troy St.
Colonel head coach Roy Kidd, who is
beginning his 15th season at Eastern,
will be matching wits with Trov St.
coach Charley Bradshaw, a former
University of Kentucky coach.
Troy St. is coming off a 6-4 season
which saw them win six games in a row
after losing their first two games.
"It will be a very competitive game."
according to Kidd. Troy St. is returning
their entire starting defense from last
year. Although their offense was
depleted of all but four starters by
graduation. Troy should prove to be
very tough on their home field.
The Colonels also have some injuries.
Defensive tackle Bobby Payne sprained
an ankle in Saturday's intrasquad
scrimmage but is a possible to play on
Saturday.
other injured Easterners are Don
McKinnon. middle guard; Gary Ford,
linebacker; Chris Isaac, quarterback;
Dave Holland, defensive end; and Mike

Sheehan. offensive tackle Kidd doubted
if these players would even make the
trip to Alabama.
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Linksters, Struder
aim hopes high
By KEN TINGLEY
Sporti Editor
The Eastern Kentucky golf team
finished last year with a disappointing
second place in the OVC championship
tournament The loss fe East Tennessee cost the Colonels a berth in a
national tournament
However, the Eastern linksters did
rank 17th in the country and were in a
toss-up for a national tournament
berth with Florida St. The teams were
so even that the NCAA decided that
they could not pick one team over the
other so decided not to pick either
team.
This year, the Colonels, led by freshman coach Ray Struder will be trying
to better last year's record. Struder
has lost only one senior. But that one
suiior was Richard Clark who was
ranked 19th in the country and just

Bonk, Morgan excel

Colonels
overrun Northern

missed being named an Ail-American.
Struder realizes that Clark's shoes
will be hard to fill but comments,
"Before 1 leave here there will be
some others like Clark."
Returning for the Colonels will be
juniors, Doug Brehme (who set three
Florida records over the summer) and
Mike Gaer. Also returning will be
sophomore Mike Fry. Fry finished
third out of 190 players in a Chicago
tournament. This qualified him for the
National Publynx Tournament held in
Kangor. Maine.
Other returnees are junior John
Zitkovic and Dave Clement. Zitkovic
also qualified for the Publynx Tournament in Maine. Clement won four
tournaments over the summer.
Mike Gray will be another returning
senior. Gray captured the Southern
Amateur circuit leadership over the
summer.

KvWII.I.IE SAWYERS
Staff Writer
The men's cross country team
compiled a perfect score in their first
home meet of the season Saturday as
they outran Northern Kentucky
University and the Bluegrass Runners
Club (BGRC). In the event, Duane
Gaston of the BGRC set a new record for
the six-mile Arlington course.
Eastern placed seven runners in the
lop ten. as senior Doug Bonk led the way
tor the Colonels with a time of 32.32. Bill
Morgan and Ed Strobach were close
behind with times of 33.08 and 33.31.
Gaston. who won the meet with a swift

Lady Colonels spiked
in opener

Netters gain experience in
hardcourt tourney
H>CHM(,(I)MBS

Staff Writer
Nine members of the Eastern men's
tennis team recently participated in the
Kentucky State Hardcourt Championships at Murray State University
Five freshmen made the trip to
Murray The purpose of which was "to
see how our young players are
progressing." said head coach Tom
Higgins
"I thought all our guys played well."
Higgins said, "several of the kids won
first round matches, and we had a
doubles team in (he semi finals "
The tournament, which drew 64
singles players and :B doubles teams,
was not a team competition Higgins
said. "It was mainly for experience for
us to compete in a tournament as good

as that one."
The bright spot for Eastern was the
play of doubles combination Rich
Vandish and Jeff /.inn. who reached the
semifinals before losing.
Zinn is one of the five newcomers to
the squad along with Butch Young. John
Rowlett. Jamie Harris, and Mark
Holstein. Other lettermen besides
Vandish to see action at Murray were
Kurt Heuerman. Kibb Landrum. and
Don Rriscoe Glen Raglin didn't make
the.trip because of an ankle injury.
Coach Higgins said. "Murray had it's
players there. Middle Tennessee had
two and Austin Peay had two. so I think
playing there will help us in the up
coming season.
The team will see it's next action Oct.
7 here against Middle Tennessee, in a 9
a m match

time of 32 minutes flat, is also helping
Art Harvey this year as assistant coach
of the men s (rack team.
Coach Harvey stated that he was
pleased with Saturday's performance.
"I think we had a fine team effort and
some good individual performances. It
waa hot and very humid."
Harvey was also pleased with the
times of some of his younger runners.
"We only have two seniors on the squad,
and I think that maybe three or four of
our younger guys have a shot of
becoming part of our final seven.
Freshman Andy Crowly led the underclassmen with a time of 34.34.
The next home meet will be against
Morehead on Saturday.

Bv MONICA KEIFER
Staff Writer
The women's volleyball team opened
their 1978 season last Thursday night
with a scrimmage match against the
University of Dayton.
They played six games. Dayton
prevailed in five of them. 15-6. 15-9,15-3,
15-7. and 15-7 Eastern took the final
game 15-8.
Senior. Evy Abell was the most
consistent performer and "was
definitely a standout." according to
coach Geri Polvino.
The power attack was led by freshman. I -nine Briggs. who has been
"iiitting the ball harder than anyone on
the team." Polvino added.
According to Polvino. patience is the
key word right now. She stressed that
the team would have to be patient and

.Ptiolo by JAMES KELLEV)

Two opposing Rugby players get acquainted during the opening match of
Eastern's rugby club. Eastern was defeated 12-0 by the University of Kentucky.
UK was last year's Southeast Conference champion. Eastern will be in action
again Saturday as they face Wright St. of Ohio at 1 p.m. on the intramural field.

wait for the more inexperienced players
to gain the experience needed
In regards to the upcoming season
Polvino said it was still too early to tell
anything yet but it looked promising.
"There are seven new freshmen '*a
the team and they're a good, com
petitive group." she commented.
Saturday the team traveled to Miami
University at Oxford to play their first
regular season game. They lost a close
match 13-15. 11-15. and 5-15.
Monday they played at Marshall
University and dropped the first match
to Marshall. 7-15. and 14-16.
They then came back to defeat
Concord College of West Virginia, 15^12,
and 15-0
The volleyball team's next match will
be tomorrow, where they will be participating in the University of Kentucky
Invitational at Lexington.
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Athletic facilities; predictions
Now lor something completely
different. Let's talk about sports;
and Eastern; and maybe even
Eastern sports.
Why does the University close the
athletic facilities to student use on
days when they are most likely to be
used? For example. Labor Day
weekend.
I don't know about most people
but I'm pretty busy during the week
and don't get much of a chance to
use the athletic facilities, such as at
Begley.
Saturday would seem like the day
in which these facilities would be
open I he longest. But on the
contrary ihey are open only five

hours on Saturday afternoon.
Now r have to start talking fast
because that mass exodus of
students will soon begin and no one
will be here to read the rest of the
column.
That's the reason that the
facilities are open on a limited basis
on the weekends. Only a paltry few
out-of-staters use the facilities.
I won't go as far as to say that I'm
being discriminated against because
I'm an out-ot-state student but after
all the out-of-staters are paying
more to get less.
Right now this isn't a really big
problem. There are tennis courts.

outdoor hoop courts and softball
fields available. But once those
snowflakes begin to fly those
facilities need to be open.
Well it's time to play a little
racquctball and keep the muscles I
don't use typing in shape. Oops, it's
after six on a Saturday. I guess I'll
go downtown.
DIAMOND DUST:
Eastern's football team had their
first big scrimmage against another
school a week ago Saturday. The
Colonels were very impressive as
they lore apart division III school
Carson-Newman.
The final score was 34-13 as the
first offensive team saw little action
after the first half. The scrimmage
was highlighted by Stan Mitchell's
running. The senior, AII-OVC
performer gained 140 yards on four
carries.
Pro football has began its new
sixteen game season and it should

prove to be quite interesting. Not to
mention all the asteriks that will
have to be added after all the new
records are set this year.
I won't even wait to see how my
baseball predictions turned out.
Here are the winners and losers:
NFC
EAST
Dallas
New York
Philadelphia
Washington
St. Louis
CENTRAL
Chicago
Minnesota
Detroit
Green Bay
Tampa Bay

San Francisco
New Orleans
CENTRAL
Pittsburgh
Houston
Cincinnati
Cleveland

AFC
EAST
New England
Miami
Baltimore
New York
Buffalo

Dallas will again be the NFC
champs. New England will win their
first AFC crown. Dallas will be a
good bet to be the first team to win
three Super Bowls but I'd bet on a
New England upset. 1 told you
there would be something different.

WEST
Oakland
Denver
San Diego
Seattle
Kansas City

'Quote of the week"
"I fumbled it on purpose, yea, I was trying to fumble."

WEST
Los Angeles
Atlanta

Oakland Raider quarterback Ken Stabler speaking of his controversial
fumble into the end zone last Sunday that gave Oakland a 21-20 victory over
San Diego.
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Arts
Larry
Bernard
Arts Editor
My. my, some people can be so
brash, can't ihey?
I discovered that when I decided
to do a column about the so-called
•'elaborate" security system in the
Foster Music Building. It began as
just a small idea for an otherwise
boring week in the arts, but some
people must have thought I was
going to uncover something really
controversial because nobody seemed to want to talk to me.
•
I decided to talk to Dr. George
Muns, chairman of the music
department. During our lengthy
interview (it lasted at least five
minutes),
the only thing
of
importance Muns had to say was "I
have no opinion about it. I just do
what I'm told." How creative,
George.
For those who haven't heard,
drastic changes have been made in
the Foster Building due to the two
tapes that occurred in the practice
rooms last year.
Two security officers now inhabit
the Foster Building after 4 p.m. to
try and make the practice rooms
safe. Students are now required to
obtain a pass from the music
department and sign in and out at
the front door. All other doors are
locked after 4 p.m.
In addition 10 the security cop
stationed ai the door, another one
will be roaming the building like

Little Bo Beep looking for her lost
sheep. He escorts the music students
to the practice rooms and escorts
them back when they're through. In
addiiion, the lights can only be
turned off by a secret device.
While I must commend security
and the University for taking such
measures to prevent further rapes, 1
feel that the security system in
Foster is rather ridiculous and
uncalled for.
To begin with, just because two
rapes occurred in the practice rooms
last year doesn't mean there will
continue to be rapes there forever.
While security is nosing around
Foster, someone could be walking
through a poorly lit parking lot and
be assaulted.
Even a person such as I, who has
no actual knowledge of how to rape
a girl, can think of at least a dozen
or more places on campus that
would be perfect for a nice rape.
The fact that security is spending so
much lime in Foster would entice me
even more to find another place on
campus. (Okay, security, now you
can place me in your Tiles for
"Dangerous persons.")
In addition, the building next
door lo Foster, the Campbell
Building, has students who practice
long into (he night. Theatre people
arc in the building Sunday through
Thursday nights practicing plays

TAYLOR
©
SPORTING GOODS
Colonel Club Member
Trophies
Plaques
Engraving

Foster
security:
a hoax?
and many art majors paint and do
art work in the building late ai
night.
If the University can go to
extremes with their "elaborale"
security system in Foster, why not
do the same for Campbell? Maybe
security believes art and theatre
majors can't be raped.
Non-music majors are
now
required to pay $15 a semester for
use of the practice rooms. Before
they can obtain use of the rooms,
they must survive the rituals of a
screening performed by none other
lhan Muns himself. He (hen decides
whether
you're
sincere
aboul
practicing music or if you secretly
want the facilities to perform a rape.
When I tried to talk to some
music majors, they refused to give
out any information or opinions.
Some expressed dissatisfaction with
(he security syslem, but were afraid
to use their names in the Progress.
They were fearful of the wrath of
Big Brother, er I mean George
Muns. One student said it wasn't
wise to get on (he bad side of Muns.
Ii must be hell to study in a
department where you can't even
have the basic freedom of speech.
Muns must be running a police state
over in Foster.
After considerable thought about
the whole situation, I have come up
with a solution. Instead of having
security cops placed inside Foster to
prevent rapes, why not force every
music student to wear a chastity belt
and let Muns keep the keys? It just
might work.
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Rolling Stones

Get what they want from 'Some Girls'
By LARRY BKRNARD
Arts Editor

Punk rock has finally done some
good for the music world. It has
made the Rolling Sioncs get off their
lu/\ asses and make some good time
, rock and roll one more time.
"Some Girls", the Stones' latest
album, proves that the legendary
band is very much alive and still
have what it takes to please an
audience. The album isn't as
effective as "Exile on Main Street"
or even "Let It Bleed," but it is the
best studio album the Stones have
made in quite some time.
The Stones seem to enjoy being
sleazy and shocking with both their
albums and stage shows and on
"Some Girls" they seem to want to
shock everyone even more. Bui this
album is far from shocking; maybe
for some prudes, but not for me.
The group in drag on the cover
only slightly amuses me. The sexist,
ethnic insults the band throw in for
good measure are nothing unusual.
The Stones fail to shock me-as I
assume they want to--but they sure
as hell do impress me with their
music and this album.
This album is a delightful mixture
of some of the most innovative
songs to be released in quite some
time. The Stones try every imaginable type of music on for size, and
come out wearing them well on each
; occasion.
But there should be a message
; listed on the label saying "Warning:
; This album may cause you to bang

Engaged. . .
We can help you
plan your wedding

on walls or want lo get arrested."
The album has just thai kind of
energy.
"Miss You" is already a certified
hit, and although it is accepted by
the disco world, it is many times
sloppy compared to the slick hustle
music today. Although many
Stones' fans are despairing that
Mick and company are turning to
disco, I seem to detect a little
sarcasm in the lyrics of "Miss
You." Who knows, maybe they're
making fun of the whole disco
scene?
"Far Away Eyes" is the biggest
joke since Randy Newman's "Short
People." It's a complete countryand-western take-off, with Jagger
employing just the right country
twang. It's enough to make you
want to go honky-tonkin' right
along with Mick.
The entire album seems to depict
urban life, especially New York
City, the sleaze capital of the world.
On "Shattered," Jaggcr's voice
rises to an histerical shriek-reminding us of the pressures of the Big
Apple. The Stones manage to praise
the plush Manhattan and to demean
the slimy sidewalks.
"When the Whip Comes Down"
is a delightful, zany tribute to S & M
that comes off as a cheap thrill to
listeners. The song is an allegory
about a gay garbage collector
learning all about homosexuality in
NYC. Only the Stones could pull
this one off successfully.
Perhaps the most touching cut on
the album is "Before They Make Me

SMALL
ANIMAL
MEDICINE
NANCY K. FINLAY D.V.M.

623-4732
Village Florists
FREE OELIVERY
126 S. 3rd

623-0304

Third Street On Right
Off Barnes Mill Rd.
302 Longview Drive

FOR THE FINEST IN
PHOTOGRAPHY

Jim Cox Studio
623-3145
218 Porter Dr. (Behind Jerry's)

But the real star of the album is
still good 'ol Mick-the man behind
the genius of the Stones. After all
these years, the man still earns my
respect and admiration,'even though
he's been dicking around with just
about everything possible.
He still has the ability to tease and
tantalize listeners with his crooning
vocals and flamboyant style.
There's just no other Mick Jagger
around.
In "Beast of Burden," the typical
Jagger mocks his lady:
"Am I hard enough9
Am I rough enough?
Am I rich enough?"
Oh, come on, Mick, surely you
know the answer to that one.

MONEY
TO LOAN
On Anything Of Value

JIM'S
PAWN SHOP

I Photo by James Keeeyl

Otherwise Engaged
By GIN NY EAGER
Orxanizations Editor
Jimmy Buffett is one of those
musicians who has been around for
awhile but always on the outskirts of
success.
In one of his songs Buffett makes it
clear that he will make music for
himself and not necessarily for the
money.
His "Latitudes and Attitudes"
album belied this though and 1, for

1. Bring Ad To Progress Office
2.. Assessment Will Be Made

Bus Station
S. Third
Richmond, kv.

623-1440
William Taco' Walkim

Salesman
Irvine Rd. - Richmond

HELP WANTED
Afchles 263 East Main St. 624-2424 m
looking tor competent peraone with suto
foi piua delivery. Apply in person Fridey.
Sept. IS.
Landsdown Club wM be available for
private party rental. For more information
can 606 277 3608 Monday - Friday 10:00
4:00 Lexington. Ky.

I wet decorate cakes for any occasion.
Call 966-1846.
Preeto Double Hemburger Cooker.
Uaed only a few times. Juat Ike new.
• 18.00 On cempua can 3106. ask for Colin,
or 623-0627.
Typing dona quickly and efficiently at
minimal cost. Phone 626-6083 at any time.

Buy One Coney And Get
Your Second
FREE

Coupon

EXPERIENCED KEYPUNCH
OPERATORS WANTED
Appalachian Computer Servicee, Inc. n
looking for experienced keypunch opera
tors to fill lull time or pert time openings in
our Berae office ACS offers qualified
applicants an sacetont sterling salary.
semiannual salary reviews end e comprehensive fringe benefit program including:
Blue Cross Blue Shield Medical Incur
ance. Life Insurance, sick pay. paid
holidays and paid vacation.
To place your application, stop by the
office or cat 986 1107 ACS'a office is
located in Gladas Park, Glades Road.
Beree. Kentucky.

SERVICE DIRECTORY.

RECORD SHOP
623-0302

•a. »

// 's That Easy. Direct Communication With Other Students

OFF

No. 4 Porter Plaza

Although supcrstardom has eluded
Buffett he is to be praised for not only
his song writing but singing and
guitar playing as well.

3. Take Form To Bursar's Window.
4. Return Form To Progress Office

Exchange

any piece of Marchanita with
a value of $6.00 or men.
Lowest Prices on S-Track Tapes
In Town
Expires Seat. 21. 71

Buffett's songwriting abilities are
matched not only to his voice but to
his band, the Coral Reefers. Whereas
they boast no musicians of spectacular talent the Reefers are nevertheless
perfectly suited to Buffett's own style
of music.

IT'S EASY.FOLLOW THESE FOUR STEPS:

Buy-Sell-Trade- Pawn

1

one, began to doubt his sincerity.
But Buffett has redeemed himself
with his latest endeavor, "Son of a
Son of a Sailor." This album is a
delightful mix of plainitive love songs
and sarcasm hidden beneath a catchy
melody.
"Coast of Marseilles" is by far the
outstanding song of the album and
while hearing it one can almost
become as laid back as Buffett
himself.

Exchange
Classified Ads

$100
MITCH'S
£CONO
CARS
The Best of Pie-Owned Csrs

Dr. Richard Benson, chairman of speech and (healre aris and director ol
(he upcoming University produciion 'Otherwise Engaged.' listens paiicmh
to actors Anita lenhart and J.D. Sutton.

Buffett redeems himself with 'Sailor'

«* Record Shop

WEDDINGS
&

Ron Wood is finally becoming
comfortable with the Stones; his
guitar solos are very effective and
he's becoming increasingly aggressive-sounding. But he's gonna have
to wipe that silly grin off his face in
the group photographs before he
will become an accepted Stone.

WELCOME BACK TO

PORTRAITS
Graduation
Portrait!
Composite!
Job & Passport

Run," with a lead vocal by Keith
Richards. Maybe the reason the
song is so effective is that we know
the story is basically true to his life.
Richards mumbles and moans:
"Another good-bye to another good
friend. .. I gotta move while it's still
fun/ I'm gonna walk before they
make me run." Richards' line
"Gonna find my way to heaven
cause I did my time in hell" is some
of the most powerful lyrics the
Stones have ever produced.

Business
People That
Can Help.

WATSON'S T.V.
SERVICE
..Located at 312 W Irvine Street La
Richomond specialises la television
and stereo repair on most makes and
models.
. .Opened weekdays (from 8 a.m. to 1
p.m., Watson's ready - sapply of parts
allows fast, friendly service to Its

i

</

-

customers.

..Ilils month's special features a
Panasonic Stereo, on sale while
sapply lasts.
..Don't hesitate to stop by for an
estimate- - or call Howard Watson at
•23-3272.

■ PRINTING b OFFICE SERVICES
BROWN'S OFFICE SUPPLY
Office And School Supply
Phone
623 4365

212 Water Street
Richmond. Ky.

TV SERVICE
RICHMOND CABLE TV
"Bat Connection In Tonn"

226 W. l-vin St.
Richmond. Ky.

Available In
Cable Areas Only

24 Hr. Wrecker Service
Student Checks
Eastern By Pass
Richmond. Ky.

Service on most Makes
and models
-,*

.—

vet ■.'- — ,. „,.- . ..

■W:
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• 312 IRVINE STREET
PH 823 3272
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ONE COUPON
PER PERSON

ri*XS£ PRESENT
COUPON
WHEN ORDERING
(Expires Sept. 21, 78)

„
J^

GUN SERVICE
CABIN GUN SHOP

613 BIG HILL AVE.
RICHMOND, KY.

303 OJeri Lane »
Eastern By-Pass
Richmond. Ky.
Louis O. Reeves Office 623-9280
FFL 61 11387 Home 623-1677

Richmond Complete Print Shop
College Park

University Plata
Phone 623-0604

WATSON'S TV SERVICE
.

Kentucky Printing Company
QUICK COPY - THE ISIS ■ BOOKLETS
RESUMES

HAMM'S GULF

HOOK UP SPECIAL
$5.00

VftnericcfefceVoriedrivfejQ

SERVICE STATION

BARGERS EXXON
QUICK SERVICE
TIRE SALES
Dependable Towing Service
"We'll come out and start your car"
EKU BY-PASS
Richmond. Ky.

Phone
623-9711

RAY BROOKS STANDARD
Front EncT Alignment
Brake Work
' •■
Tune-Up
16*1 E. Mein
,
Richmond. Ky.

Phone
623-4064

Ph. 623 0828

FLOWER SERVICE
MADISON FLOWER SHOP
Present this ad for
26rf off on nexj local
purchase
h

♦hone 823-1601 .400 E. Main

PET SUPPLIES SERVICE
TROPICAL HOUSE
Large Selection of Tropical & Marine
Fish, Pets and Supplies
10% off With Thai Ad
Good Thru Sept. Only
216 Porter Or.

ps,. 823-7223
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Lets Go Go Go

EASTERN PROGRESS
FOOTBALL CONTEST

'■-

S^ Every
Week

1st Place $25 Gift Certificate
FROM BRITTS
Ore
A PU^n $6 GIFT CERTIFICATE FROM
IIU
^
* iClCtZ DOUG'S MEN'S WEAR NO. 2
$6 WORTH OF GROCERIES FROM A&P
0~A PI ano *10 FROM THE
OI t-i 1 lCl^tS EASTERN
FACTFRN PRO
PROGRESS
■4+tl PI ^r-o $6 GIFT CERTIFICATE
FROM WINNECKE'S
C4.U Dlaro A RECORD OF YOUR CHOICE

vILIl E Id^tS FROM RFCORnSMITH

Contest Rules

I To enter the contest, contestants may either use this page or an identical
contest page obtained at no charge, at the Eastern Progress office 4th floor
Jones Building.
2. Entries must be postmarked no later than 5:00 p.m. each Friday or delivered
to the Progress office 4th floor Jones Building. All entries mailed must be
mailed to Eastern Progress 4th Floor Jones Building, Eastern Kentucky
University, Richmond, Ky. 40475.
3 Winners will be notified by telephone Winners names will be published each
week.
4 Name, address and telephone number must be on each entry. Mail entire
contest page
5 The decision of the judges each week will be final.
6 Pick the winner and estimate score of the tie-breaker game. It could mean
your winning or losing.
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News
Grad Student plans suit
his answers that had been counted
wrong.
After being told the right answer by
the professor and finding it similar to
what he had on his paper. DePree
became suspicious about the grading of
the exams.
DePree said he believes that
the University Administration and
faculty treated him the way they did in
an attempt to "cover" for the professor
with whom his troubles began.
DePree said he believed the administration could not allow a student to
prove a professor wrong.

(continued from page 1)

particular questions on the exam."

MBA degree program in accounting
Before the final examination in the
class. DePree said that he was on the
borderline between a B and C, which
worried him because he said he normally makes A's "
After DePree had taken the final
exam and found that he had scored
poorly, he asked his professor for his
paper and the answer key.
I'pon examining his paper and the
key. DePree noticed that no answers
appeared on the key for a number of the
test questions.
DePree contended that because there
was not a set answer for some of the
questions on the test, it "indicated that
there was a possibility that there was an
inadvertent variance in the grading of

According to DePree. when he
suggested this to the professor and
asked to see some of his classmates
papers, the professor became enraged,
believing that his integrity had been
questioned
DePree maintained that he only
questioned whether or not the professor
was human and might have made a
mistake.
He also tried to point out that since
some of the questions on the exam flad
no answers on the test key. the answer
When contacted by a reporter, the
key for these questions existed in the
accounting professor. Dr Ira Max
papers of his classmates
DePree maintains that he started his Reed, said he had been advised by
quest for access to the other exams after ^'niversity council not to comment on
questioning the professor about one of I he case

SA candidates announced
Those students running in the senate
elections are:
Allied Health and Nursing
David S. Hecker
Timothy Curl
Joe C. Armstrong
(Photo By STEVE BROWN I

Hugs and kisses from 'sises'

After receiving their bids, the soroity rushees are enthusiasticly congratulated by soroity members. The bids
were given out at the last event of rush week. Sunday in the
Meditation Chapel.

Senate considers elections
By DONNA BUNCH
SUM Writer
In spite of their lacking a quorum to
hold an official meeting on Tuesday.
Student Senate did meet to discuss
upcoming Student Senate elections, the
success of the Arts and Crafts Fair and
the possibility of leaving the United
States Senate Association (U.S.S.A.)
Student Senate elections will be held
Tuesday. Sept. 26. One senator is elected
tor every ISO students in each college

"There will be competition," said
Mike Ditchen, elections committee
chairperson, after receiving 54
petitions. He said that for the first time
in recent years, those running will have
to campaign hard to be assured of a
seat.
The Arts and Crafts fair was a success, reported Student Senate VicePresident John Cooper. Over $270 was
raised for the Scotia Scholarship Fund,
which will benefit those persons who lost
a parent in the mining disaster.

Cooper said that the committee expects to have over $1,000 in the fund by
the end of the year. That will be enough
for two scholarships.
The possibility of withdrawing from
the U.S.S.A. was discussed by
President Steve Foster U.S.S.A. is a
body that represents student senates
throughout the nation. University
senate members who attended the
national convention feel that the
organization is too involved with social
issues.

f
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Sizes 3

Jeanene Krebs
Sharon Milbyf
Lori Denzler
Applied Arts and Technology
Jeff Heine

Robert G Moser
Charlie Smith
James L. Wilson
Dale Hollbrook
Carol Vitato
Tammy Harris
Nancy J. Hathaway
Marc S Kidd
Mike Ditchen
Leslie J Phelps

Charles M Floyd
Charlie Yonts
Gene D. Edwards
Robert M Atkinson
Timothy K Adkins
Mike Daley
Dwight Hutchison
Richard A. Davis
Alan Moores
Stephen Starbuck
David W. Simpson
Paul Clear

Kducatlon
Ricky A Mattox
Robert R Frey
Barbara Durham
Paulette Johnson
Mary Strodtbeck
Elissa Perry
La« Enforcement
Mark Triplet!
Greg Land
Cindy L White

Homecoming
(continued from page I)
"We hope to give prizes again this
year for the best float and dorm
decorations." according to J.W.
Thurman. director of alumni affairs and
co-chairman of the Homecoming
Committee, "we were pleased with the
efforts of students last year, particularly those in the dorms who did an
outstanding job in decorating residence
halls"

Arts and Sciences
David W. Kidd
Don McNav
Douglas E. Lambdin
Karen Chrisman

Several student organizations are
involved in the planning of Homecoming
78. including Lambda Sigma. Circle K.
Black Student Union. The Student
Association.
ROTC
students.
PanheUenic and Inter-Fraternity
Council, and Men's and Women's Interdorm. among others.
Any student wishing to get involved
may contact Daugherty at :«55 or
Thurman at 3375

Thiscand
covers a lot.

Boutique
Only The Look Is Expensive ''

Rumble Seats
Khaki Jeans

Pamela J. Patterson

Sheri Mefford
Patricia Blackwell
Linda Brunton
Carol Lawson
Jenny Bishop
Susan Mudd
Business
Sherri Shaffer
Jeffrey C Warren
Mark C Hester
John Doherry
Chris Kremer
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